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Ladies and gentlemen Welcome to TOMORROW'S
WORLD ORDER.
Visit www.gtps.finance
Visit www.twocoming.com
welcome@gtps.finance
00447745900178
Buy our digital currency; Global Transaction Payment
Solution. GTPS.
DONATE
If you find this information useful donate generously
PayPal davidgomadza@hotmail.com
or digital currency to
0x50Deb1Aa94034f4f696Ac11e37d881d4F2B9a10f

I will tell you straight away that this is the greatest
inventive secret revelation for the past 4000 years. An
invention that will change the world forever.
I give you my word as long as you open your pockets.
Donate details are above then I can tell you everything.
Or you want me to tell you first? Okay. I will.
I believe that we can record physically the inner voice onto
a recording device and simply playback the recorded
thoughts of-course after amplifying these thoughts to
human audible levels without all this talk about decoding
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thoughts using complicated algorithms and brain-computer
interfaces.
Did I get your attention?
Imagine the President of Tomorrow's World Order (me ofcourse) simply listening to everyone's inner thoughts
simply by playing back the recorded thoughts after
amplifying these.
But how?
My wallet is still empty.
Okay if you insist I will convince you.
I believe that the human body has double the systems we
know. Yes the human body has everything in twos. Two
brains, two ears, two mouths, two nervous systems etc.
Only that the other is a secret internal one. One that even us
don't know exist. But we had clues for centuries only that
David Gomadza was not here to decode this but you lucky
generation, you will get everything, all the clues easily on a
plate.
I discovered that we have two systems after studying the
inner voice. Why do we hear inner voices inside our heads?
Who is talking to us? Surely it is a misconception that we
talk to ourselves. There must be someone else inside
talking to us. For sure there is. Another small brain; a
translator of foreign language to a language we can
understand. When we speak the inner brain's ears listens
and converts what we have said (sound waves into light
waves which are electromagnetic waves) then sends this to
the inner or small brain inside. This small brain then
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converts this light waves( the foreign language to us) to a
language we can understand (sound waves) then whispers
back in our ears. The reason is that when we speak out
words surely this internal system that is the small brain;
knows for sure we are not talking to it so does nothing by
minding its own business. But when we talk inside our
heads (thinking) without spitting out the words this inner
brain for sure know we are not stupid we must be talking to
it. So it translates and talks back to us. That's the inner
voice we hear inside.
So I looked at different wave forms and my knowledge and
research about how things work.
Then it hit me. What if with this advanced technology era
we are to recreate the internal system of the body and insert
it inside for the body to have three with one we can
understand. A digital one that we can record and listen to to
understand the inner system?
Making us understand how the body work. So my invention
is to create a digital system that imitates the second secret
inside system of the body based on the human body. See
Figs 1-7. Pages 42-48.
If we can hear the inner voice in our heads we can use
technology to swap the inner system to be the external
system and take the external to be the inner system through
amplifying the inner small voice to the 'bigger', external
and louder voice.
It works this is the secret.
We can now communicate using thoughts as of 25/03/2022.
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Time to donate? Or you still want convincing even more?
Buy this book now? Or download for free from
www.gtps.finance then donate later.
The invention has been patented but you can use it If it
works for you then you are obliged to donate.
Signed Sincerely David Gomadza
25/03/2022
President:Tomorrow's World Order
Founder Gtps.Finance
www.gtps.finance
welcome@gtps.finance
00447745900178
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APPLICATION FOR A PATENT FOR THE
FOLLOWING DEVICE(S) ALL INVENTED BY
DAVID GOMADZA 25/03/2022
Application for a patent for a universal mind reading device
that will be used yo decode thoughts and inner voices into
speech and audio or other methods.
Application for an advanced smartphone that uses thoughts
as the key of operation.
A device that operates all machinery & vehicles based on
thoughts.
A speech decoder device.
A needle diode Fig 1 representing the miniature version of
the human system that can be fired into the body sticking
onto the piriformis muscle or if it is safe onto the largest
nerve the sciatic to record sensory activity to identify which
neurons are firing and be able to decode thoughts.
A rotary magnetic propeller Fig 3 that can be inserted on
the lumbar bone with several properties that are needed to
operate the device properly.
Inventor: David Gomadza
Date: 25 March 2022.
Title: Brain thoughts and inner voice decoding device.
Speech translating and brain activity reading and decoding
device. Artificial intelligence device to operate electric
instruments, vehicles and equipment using thoughts.
Several devices to decode thoughts using different methods
in injured people etc. An advanced smartphone that uses
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thoughts as main key function, to send signals to other
devices and operate other devices through thoughts.
Field of Invention: Neurological science as in BrainComputer Science, Artificial Intelligence and Applications,
Advanced gadgets-smart phones that uses thoughts as key
operating function. Understanding the human systems.
BACKGROUND.
Imagine what one can do with a device that decodes
anyone's thoughts into speech with astonishing accuracy.
Imagine where the devise can be useful. All areas of life.
This will revolutionize the world as we know it today.
Welcome to Tomorrow's World Order.
Decoding Thoughts.
We as the new global leaders; Tomorrow's World Order.
We have a duty to be at the forefront of problem-solving.
Searching for better ways to do things. This is one of the
most crucial and difficult task we had to do but
nevertheless a task so paramount that it will be impossible
to envisage a future without the decoding of thoughts.
But its not just about decoding thoughts. The whole future
depends on this issue. We believe that we will take all
humanity out of the defensive stage of development in
which we are in. Where mankind with the little resources
he has; makes weapons. All kinds of weapons and use the
weapons as the drivers of the economy through wars,
sanctions and all kinds of evil to control the flow of money
and resources he can't afford at market prices, like oil etc.
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In the process killing women and children. This is barbaric
and must stop.
We believe no matter how mankind tries to resolve the
issues. The problem will surface forever as long as the
current dysfunctional system is in place. We have the
answers and this means that the system need to be replaced
by a brand new one. A system that will increase wealth to
levels a thousand years ahead of us. A difficult task but a
journey we must all take to a more advanced stage of
development where technology plays a bigger role as the
sole driver of the economy. Read Tomorrow's World Order
for more details. But in short, this stage means new
technological advancement. We shall communicate with
our thoughts. We shall understand everyone's inner
thoughts. We shall operate machines by our thoughts. We
shall drive vehicles and fly planes just by our thoughts.
But the crucial reason why we as Tomorrow's World Order
we aim to provide solutions is that we believe that it is our
duty to lead you all and to provide solutions. The critical
point to note here is that we shall command machines,
drive vehicles, fly planes and do all the tasks through
thoughts and brain commands. Not because we are lazy to
speak etc, no. But the times will demand that we become so
clever to look at the space ship and for it to fly to space.
I know it sound like a scene from a movie, but we are here
to prove to the world that we mean business and this is
possible in our time even though the method might still be
primitive. There is room to develop it. Its better to start
somewhere. We are saddened by the slow progress in
decoding thoughts. I personally believe that all these
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neuron-scientists are taking the wrong and long road hence
us intervening.
Probably for the first time in the history of mankind I will
provide you with detailed methods and ways to decode the
thoughts but only for mankind's benefit. I know at this
point in time there are moral issues regarding decoding
someone's thoughts etc. But be assured that we will only
use this method to the benefit of mankind. This is the
future. I think it is a missed opportunity that this should be
restricted to those who had suffered speech issues who are
unable to talk etc. Of-course they will benefit greatly but
the future theme is to look for safe methods of doing this.
At the moment there is no point to talk about morals when
we haven't got a solution.
Having said that I think this is the only option available to
us. I believe this will work. I think this is part and parcel of
human development. There are other areas etc that need
exploring but where we can't send humans yet. Space for
example. Imagine sending a spaceship and controlling it
just by our thoughts until at that time when we believe that
it is safe for humans to man these ships.
Having said that now I will tell you the best way to decode
thoughts into speech or audio. I will show you beyond
doubt the only method on earth that will enable you to
understand the thoughts of an individual with astonishing
accuracy at any given point in time. But whether this is
morally good or not is not a subject of this topic.
It is a fact that there has been numerous studies in this area
but so far to my disappointment all have failed to pinpoint a
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method we can use to decode thoughts. I am not trying to
be funny but I believe most are mistaken. They have ideas
of what is needed doing but their approach is flawed. Not a
criticism but just an observation.
I want to patent this as my invention but feel free to try this
method on animals etc or injured people and if it works
then kindly donate. Most of our work is freely available but
on condition that if it works for you then you will be
obliged to donate.
SUMMARY.
The disclosed device does a lot of stuff a thousand years
ahead of us. The list is endless almost every area of life will
need this device and technology.
This may be used by neurologist to provide people with
damaged systems to be able to speak and be heard. Used by
companies that make smartphones as this technology
enables the development of new generation phones that
uses thoughts and just brain activity as key functions to
operate. By companies that uses artificial intelligence to
develop machines and instruments that operate , drive and
fly other instruments, vehicles, planes etc. By Tesla in cars
and spaceships and other advanced artificial intelligence
vehicles. By robotics companies that design robots that can
talk and decode speech and use this to operate machines
etc. By all humans to communicate through thoughts. By
all paying systems that can just send brain signals of
thoughts through RFID or contact-less to tell paying
systems to make transactions. By FBI etc to tell if people
are lying etc.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DEVICE AND
DRAWINGS.
1. I want to argue from the beginning that my
invention is different to all methods that are being
used now to try and decode thoughts. My method
change the whole approach from trying to map
brain activity through neuron imaging . Then
through use of algorithms and language tolls and
their rules and construction etc to decode thoughts
by looking at where neurons are firing. My
invention sets to identify what neurons are firing
and sending information and where they originate
from and where they are sending and what parts of
the brain are responsible for this. This I believe is
the only way to decode thoughts rendering all
current methods as flawed.
2. An operational assumption which I will later prove
to be correct is that language exist as mechanical,
acoustic waves that is called sound and in our
brains it exist as electrical waves and in inner
thoughts as light waves or electromagnetic waves.
3. Sound waves in other areas of the brain not
associated with sound, exist as electric waves and
they all have the same shape. This means that
language exist in some areas not associated with
sound but exist in other forms of waves.
4. Another operational assumption or notion is that the
rotary propeller is needed to convert or amplify the
signals that are there that is light signal as part of
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the electromagnetic waves. I want to stress also that
this is the signal implicated or illustrated by the
alphabetical letters that are part of words when
writing. All this makes my invention the only true
way to decode speech. The pattern of the light
signals produced when inner thinking is the same as
the acoustic when a person is talking loud. So these
two overlap meaning are the same whether just
thinking or talking.
5. Another working assumptive notion which I will
prove as a fact is the fact that when we speak two
copies of the sound are produced. One external, the
one we hear and a copy of that as an internal sound
copy. This would explain also why we hear the
voices as we just think thoughts without speaking. I
will explain why this is so but a hint here is that our
bodies have two systems of each, hearing, speaking
etc but inside its reversed in that when we speak the
brain hears. When the brain speaks we hear. THIS
IS THE GREATEST REVELATION OF THE
PAST THREE THOUSAND YEARS courtesy of
David Gomadza, me of-course. A hint to the
solution and the hinge-pin to my invention. {Thank
Tomorrow's World Order also my driver.} The very
reason why no one has decoded thoughts until now.
6. Once again, this points to two communication body
systems , the inner system of the body, one that we
will recreate or make as a digital version together
with an inner miniature brain represented by the
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head of the needle diode see Fig 1 and the spinal
cord represented by the rest of the needle diode.
7. My arguments are that the 'inner system of the
body'; inside the body it is the opposite of what
happens outside . In that if we speak two sounds are
produced one by the speech we make. The ones we
hear are echoes rebounded by the inner miniature
version of the system. So we speak and act like
speakers converting electrical signals from neurons
transmission into waves. But the inner miniature
system does the opposite in that it records with
inner microphones and plays back the echos. When
we speak two sounds are produced which overlap or
are superimposed that we can only hear one voice
the one in our speech. Even though another voice is
created and bounced back to us by the inner system
we can only hear one voice.
8. In short; when we think silently without talking our
external system sends sound waves that are
absorbed by the inner system and converted to light
waves then bounced back to the brain. When we
think, the inner system still echoes the thoughts
back to us as it uses inner microphones that
converts sound wave to light waves. The light
waves are then absorbed by our brains; then
processed to a language we understand. This is the
inner voice we hear. A voice we can only hear
because our brains have received the light waves
from the inner microphones and converted these
back to sound waves. THIS IS THE TRICK THAT
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EVERYONE IS FAILING TO UNDERSTAND
YET CRUCIAL TO UNDERSTANDING THE
PROCESS OF DECODING THOUGHTS.
9. So the inside system which I will refer to as the
internal or inner system which my invention
proposes to establish and implant inside acts the
opposite. When we speak it listens. When it speak
we listen. This is crucial in order to understand my
invention. What we think and produce as sound is a
two way process. We duplicate everything as
echoes only that the inside system does the opposite
or acts on the rebound. It listens and relays our
thought but in a different wave form that is
understood by our brains. That is from sound waves
to light waves. Making us hear what we are thinking
as it is the opposite of the external system. What we
think comes in twos or one is the echo of the other.
This is crucial as it will explain why there is no
sound waves when we think silently making us hear
our voices. This is because as I explained above our
thoughts are echoed inside making the internal
system the microphone that records it convert the
sound waves to light or electromagnetic making the
brain absorb these light waves and translate these to
a language we understand as sound waves. Ladies
and gentlemen, your inner voice. [I have opened the
Pandora box.]
10. That alone points to the fact that inner voice is
associated with a similar shape or pattern of brain
activity only that it is in different wave form as
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some conversions are done inside enabling us to
hear our own thoughts. If the voices were not
converted and there was no opposite converting
system then we would not be able to hear our own
voices because ears can only hear sound waves and
not electrical waves. So a conversions process must
have occurred for us to hear our voices.
11. This also means that when we say we hear our inner
voice its not hearing as in sound waves. What
happens is that the internal system [inner
microphones] convert sound to light and
electromagnetic waves that are easily interpreted by
the brain. Since the brain links sounds to speech the
brain converts the light to a language we
understand. The brain is our interpreter who
converts a foreign language delivered to him [light
waves] but meant for us and whispers the language
in our ears. Making us think we are hearing the
inner voice. Which in this case is the truth. But
actually the brain has decoded the light waves and
the electromagnetic signals to a language we
understand and read it to us using the internal
language system. This is proof that it sounds like we
hear the inner voice but our internal systems decode
the light and electromagnetic waves into a form we
can listen to. This is the work of the brain since the
sound wave and the light waves are the same the
brain swap the light wave which we can't easily
decode to a sound wave our brains are familiar with.
This is the missing jigsaw puzzle to decode
thoughts. My invention is a direct response to this
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setting. If we introduce a digital system that we can
track and listen to and speak to we will be able to
know our thoughts and what everyone else is
thinking about.
12. This a fact that our brains read our thoughts back to
us. The internal systems are clever enough to make
life easy for us so that our brains make us think we
are hearing the inner voice but just convert it to a
language we can understand.
13. This proves that inside is another system but one
that works the opposite. We don't know this because
we can't decode the light waves produced internally
by microphones that records what we think and
send back to us as light waves which our brains
easily interprets and read back to us. This is proof
that my invention will work in that to understand
inner thoughts we must implant a digital version of
the same system we have but one that acts the
opposite. In that if we speak making sound waves as
in speakers. Then the inner system has a
microphone to listen and record what we say
converting sound wave to light and electromagnetic
waves and then play back this but not to us as we
cant understand the light wave form which is
electromagnetic but to our brains. The brain then
quickly decode this back to us as sound waves we
can easily hear.
14. Again to decode thoughts now will simply be to
interpret the conversions of the internal digital
system we implanted. The reliance on patterns will
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never give accurate readings. The very reason why
I am skeptical about the current methods. So my
invention is the perfect solution because it will let
us get the correct electrical or sound wave form to
really know what a person is thinking through
waveform conversions. Now that we know that the
inside system is the reversal of the outer system.
15. This also answer the questions I came across during
my research that why 4000 years ago if reading
silently they would call it to listen as in today's
context. This is because [even though speculative]
what we hear is not the inner voice we make
ourselves but what the internal system tells our
brain or echoes our thoughts. We say our thoughts
that are converted to and read to us to our brain by
the internal system which is there but which we
don't know exist. So replacing this internal system
or superimposing this internal system with a digital
one is the breakthrough mankind was waiting for
not just to decoded thoughts. But to drive cars,
spaceships, talk to each other using thoughts. etc
16. This is my patent and all of you are going to make

me rich. Donate fast, wallet address at the beginning
or through PayPal davidgomadza@hotmail.com
17. I provide breakthroughs for free but patents are
mine you use to make the devices I mentioned in
this patent.
18. This is done and achieved by recreating the human
body and strengthening this by use of a digital
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version as well. One that represent the brain, spinal
cord and central and periphery nervous system with
a digital one that is implanted inside to form part of
the inner system. The assumption as detailed below
is that if the human system has an inner voice which
is part of the whole system. Logic follows too that
the body has an inner brain, an inner nervous
system, an inner voice system and an inner listening
system. So creating digital alternatives and
implanting inside will pin point to what of the
billion neurons are firing and link them to their role,
place of origins, destinations, and which part of the
brain responsible for them and what they do. The
only accurate way to decode thoughts.
19. I have to emphasis that my invention relies on
finding which neurons are firing rather than search
where they are firing. A totally different new
approach to a dozen studies I came across.
20. Now after mapping and coding all; a billion or so
neurons and putting a strong reference and
equivalent sensors to measure these we can say for
sure what neurons are firing when a person is
thinking. Linking all this information to other
linguistic parameters, shapes the tongue takes or
light waves which are part of the electromagnetic
waves then link all to sounds of words. We can use
all this to tell exactly what a person was thinking at
a given point in time. The only logic method
available.
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21. The only true way to decode thoughts. If this works
you must all donate check our wallet addresses or
PayPal.
22. I can say for sure that this is the only method to
decode thoughts with astonishing accuracy word to
word as long as the holistic approach proposed in
this book is adopted.
23. My method of decoding thoughts relies on the fact
that we must recreate the human system from the
brain to the spinal cord and all nerves as digital and
implant this inside the human body to act as part of
the inner systems; of which we are currently
familiar with only the inner voice. But I believe the
whole system is also inside. Only in different wave
forms like light and electromagnetic. Ones we can
understand of which we need an interpreter; the
brain. Now advanced computer algorithms etc.
24. My beliefs are centered in the fact that we as
humans we already have an inner voice one we can
hear even if we are not able to speak it out. That
alone points to a fact that all inner systems of
human body are already present in miniature
versions inside us. If we can have an inner voice
that we can hear that means we must have miniature
ears, inner voices, inner mouths, inner brains, inner
spinal cords and systems of the human body. Even
though we know about the inner voice the rest of
the system exist even though we are only familiar
with the inner voice.
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25. My method hinges on the fact that we must recreate
the human body we are interested in; the brain and
spinal cords and nerves etc to be able to understand
the inner voice and thoughts. I assume that since the
system inside the human body enables us to talk
but only inside. If such a system exist inside then it
makes sense also that if we recreate everything
brain, central nervous system and spinal cords etc as
digital versions we will be able to swap the inside
system and system with the outside. Since they are
the same but only different because one is inside
and the other is outside. I will explain latter but we
can deliberately introduce a small inner voice but
one originating from outside to make people dream
what we are whispering in their ears but with them
waking up without a clue thinking they were
dreaming. Secret.
26. My thoughts are what if we interchange. Implant a
digital exact version; a small brain and spinal cord
in the form of a needle diode Fig 1 that is fired
inside the body onto the piriformis muscle or if its
safe onto the biggest nerve of the body the sciatic
nerve. Then take the person's system of thinking
and talking and put that one inside and take this
miniature digital version and amplify everything so
that the small inner voice now amplified becomes
the main system and the human system is now the
inner versions. Possibilities are endless. Probably
the invention of the century. What do you think so
far? Reply welcome@gtps.finance
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27. It is true that the inner voice if it can be heard by
our heads it can be amplified and be the loud voice
and speech we talk . Meaning we can record the
inner voice and replay to know what a person is
thinking without need to see what neurons are
firing. Even a better way to decode thoughts.
Simply use the digital version see Fig 3 to record
the inner thought and replay it after amplifying it.
Genius. (See my comments on terrorism at the end
but in short it will be easy to fool people they are
hearing God's voice in dreams or directed by God as
given instructions in sleep, then wake up and go and
murder people. But so convinced that it was a
message from one above.) Trust me we will use the
invention wisely. The outer voice can be less
amplified (volume reduced to inner voice levels)
and replayed back to the person, as dreams etc.
28. I believe that it is possible to replay the once loud
voice as the inner voice and replay that to a person
while in sleep that the person will hear this voice
while deep in sleep but because is sleeping the brain
then decode this and replay the person's voices to
form that person's dreams. That if that person wakes
up can think was dreaming.
29. But this will be different if a voice of another
person is recorded and replayed in another person's
ears as the inner voice as the brain will not
recognize the voice and will not associate it with the
subject to decode or translate this as dreams. It is
possible that the person can wake up disoriented
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and confused whether he was dreaming or not.
Whereas where his voice was replayed he might be
convinced that he was dreaming.
30. My proposal and methods involves recreating the
human system and swapping the roles with digital
versions. These are the components of my method.
See Figs 1-7. Pages 42-48
31. Fig 1. Page 42
The brain and spinal cord with all functions and
divisions of the spinal cord to include the cervical,
the thoracic, the lumbar, the sacral and the coccyx
all can be represented by an highly advanced and
detailed needle diode see diagrams that is filled with
equivalent parts and functions loaded with sensor,
receptors, decoders, transmitters, etc.
32. Fig 3.
The motor cortex's and part of the brain is
represented by a miniature rotary propeller that is
small but detailed to include the following and to
act as a source of electricity and to act as the
positive part of the voltage circuit of the system.
Where the needle diode is embedded in the
piriformis muscle or the sciatic nerve to act as the
negative part of the voltage to measure the nerve
electrical impulses that are generated due to action
potential reactions. Making the inside of the sciatic
nerve become positive and the area outside negative
causing an electrical impulse to travel in the nerve.
This makes the magnetic field in the rotary
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magnetic propeller creating a flip of the rotary
magnetic thereby generating electricity. In the end
then use electromagnetic nerve interpretations to
decode the impulses therefore the firing neurons
and the message they are carrying.
33. The needle should have the auditory functions for
hearing as well. Should have microphone
properties. Should have recording properties and
playback devices inside or attached to the rotary
propeller in the near by lumbar. See Fig 3.
34. Must have an amplifier or a DE-amplifier that can
convert outside loud voice into the small inner voice
and vice versa. See Fig 3&4.
35. The needle or the rotary function must have a GPS
device to be able to use other techniques of
superimposing the twin or double or third person in
the subjective position at any given time to know or
feel exactly what the subject felt at that point. This
is possible through interpretation of the delayed
time continuum mechanism that stipulates that the
action of relaying the message of events to the
satellite is delayed . Thereby enabling one to revisit
that point of time at the exact time the events
occurred so that it appears as if it was happening at
that moment in time. See details below.
36. The devices; that is the digital needle and the rotary
system Fig 1&3 must have an inbuilt telephone,
telegram, Radio frequency identification RFID,
system to ring, transmit the message between itself
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and the subject and the twin or double the third
person who acts as the interpreter. One who feels as
nerve electrical impulses are converted to light
waves then to mechanical etc so that the part or
organ the person is thinking about vibrates etc to
know what the person is thinking. This together
with brain electrical activity reading and decoding
will pin point the person's thoughts. See
electromagnetic waves below. In short sound waves
are converted to light waves which is a form of
electromagnetic waves. These waves are not lost but
are absorbed by a body. Meaning if sent for
example to the chest they are absorbed and this
causes vibrations until the chest can recreate then
and sends forward. It is this fact that we can use and
link a third person as the interpreter of thoughts. If
subject A thinks about food. The thought are
converted to light waves(electromagnetic waves)
that are transferred to the stomach but the vibrations
are weak for a human to feel. Here comes the use of
the amplifier. We can then amplify everything but
in a third person. Who we will link, synchronize
and zone to subject A. This third person will feel
huge vibrations on his stomach. Instant knowledge
of what subject A is thinking about but felt by the
third person we can call a twin of subject A. This is
because whatever subject A feels the twin feels
exactly the same only that it is delayed.
37. The rotary propeller Figs 3-5 acts also as the digital
version of the motor cortex. The electrical impulse
produced due to potential action is detected by the
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needle inside the sciatic nerve as the negative and
the rotary propeller on the lumbar acts as the
positive charge the linking of two creates a
magnetic field enough to cause flipping of the
magnetic fields to rotate the propeller. Amplifying
this enables the use of electromagnetic nerve
impulses to stimulate the corresponding nerves to
carry the messages.
38. There must be an antenna to represent dendrites
which receives signals from neighboring neurons
like a radio antenna. This will enable contact-less
exchange of information through radio waves
frequency identification.
39. The digital needle diode must have transmitter to
transmit signals between the subject's needle and
the external third person's who receive the
converted pulses to decode the person's thoughts.
40. Must have conversion devices that are able to
convert one form of waves to the other for example
acoustic to electrical waves.
41. The needle diode Fig 1-2 must be able to measure
nerve impulses being transmitted from the brain just
as a telephone is able to decode transmitted
information.
42. The chip can be in the needle diode or the rotary
function or both to enable linking to the computer
that will process the information using algorithms to
predict thoughts etc.
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43. A language tool must be present or links provided
that uses the rules and construction of the language
to predict what will follow certain words to help to
decipher the brain activity map.
44. A miniature MRI (if it is safe or alternative) reading
device Fig 3 & 5 must form part of the rotary
propeller so small yet powerful to record brain
activity and other body functions from a certain
position in the lumbar bone perpendicular to the
center of the head. See diagrams Fig 7 of operation
to implant the rotary propeller in the lumbar.
45. This rotary propeller when being implanted in the
body see Fig 7 the person must fold the legs in such
a way that the lumbar is perpendicular to the
central part of the brain . This enables the optical
lens of the miniature MRI to point to the central
part of the brain from within the body to be able to
record brain activity.
46. A camera and a video recording device Fig 3-5
with an optical lens that records inside body of a
person is attached to the rotary propeller to be
inserted in the lumbar bone.
47. A miniature speaker (chip) is part of the digital
needle diode to be able to replay the recorded
subject's voice.
48. A miniature radio must be part of the needle diode
to act as the inner voice to play at DE-amplified
volumes inside the ear that only that person can
hear that.
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49. A telephone transmitter and a microphone should be
part of the needle to be able to record the inner
voice replayed in the subject's system.
50. A WiFi device or internet must be part of the needle
diode or a link or chip to be able to connect to the
internet.
51. A video sender and receiver must be part of the
needle diode to receive the videos being played in a
certain radius and to sender videos too.
52. An instrument to search and identify all devices
within a certain radius of the subject.
53. An instruments to act as an interceptor to intercept
the signals decode them and forward these as
electromagnetic nerve impulses to the intended
destination after decoding them or sent to the third
person to interpret.
54. The idea behind the rotary propeller is to be able to
forward the captured signals as it acts as a signal
interceptor. Where it intercepts a signal and then
use electromagnetic nerve stimulation to deliver a
magnitude pulse that stimulates cells. The idea is
that even if there are 100 billion neurons all are
specific and can only attach to certain receptors to
which they are intended meaning they will attach to
cells of intended destinations. To make it able to
correctly know what a person is thinking.
55. The optical nerve or miniature inside body MRI due
to its position perpendicular to the brain can
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measure brain activity of the brain that can be
decoded fast by the diode or chip on the rotary
propeller to external computer that decodes this
information.
56. An acoustic spectrometer of the recorded brain
activity linked to the chip and computer interface
through training will be able to decode the pattern
and link this to sounds of vowels or consonants.
57. The optical camera will be able to measure as well
the shapes of the jaws, mouth, voice box, vocal
cords etc to link shapes produced to words that will
be spoken.
58. As the person speaks, the voice is automatically
recorded at the same time the brain activity is
recorded instantly by the inside optical lens MRI so
that there is definite link between what is said and
the brain activity. See Fig 3.
59. See on limitations of current methods at the end.
This is one critical point making all other methods
inaccurate. Time between recording of brain
activity even if few millisecond apart can affect the
results. But my method of having everything at the
same point all inside the subjects body and
recording at exact time the speech and the brain
activity wave took place makes this the only method
to decode thoughts with 100 percent accuracy.
60. Information is collected on daily basis and the
database is analyzed and algorithms used to link
brain activity with exact words said or thoughts to
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definitely train the system to dictate and predict
thoughts. Like I said there is need to use language
prediction tools based on construction and rules of
the language to predict next words etc.
61. A language translator must be part of the internal
system that automatically converts between
languages.
62. An RFID reader that receives transmitted radio
wave signals and forward these bearing in mind we
will have two synchronization points. One between
subject and the digital system that is the needle and
the rotary propeller. The second between the needle
and the rotary and the translator; the third person
who will imitates the subject as he has a needle and
rotary propeller all synchronized and zoned
together. A three way system to decode the thoughts
of subject A.
63. The idea is to have all wave forms and be able to
convert from one to the other getting the same
wave.
64. One must know the difference between
electromagnetic waves and sound waves. Note the
position of the rotary propeller implanted in the
lumbar region Fig 7 of the subject is influenced by
the difference between sound and electromagnetic
waves. This position will enable it to measure the
vibrations of the brain activity waves that are
inverse meaning that the vibrations occur
perpendicular to the direction of propagation
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medium. Electromagnetic waves do not require a
medium as they cause oscillations in magnetic and
electric fields. Electromagnetic waves travel at the
speed of light around 300000000m/s.
65. Sound waves are longitudinal meaning occur
parallel to direction of travel.
66. The purpose of the microphone is to be able to
convert sound energy into light or electrical energy.
67. The speaker is the opposite and will convert electric
energy into sound energy.
68. The assumption regard the type of waves found in
the inner part responsible for inner voice and the
spoken speech is that the spoken speech is linked to
speakers that converts electrical energy into sound.
69. Like wise the inner thoughts are heard by the brain
meaning they have been released by the microphone
meaning that it converted the sound spoken by our
inner minds to be able to be heard by the inner
brain. Inner voice the wave pattern is the same as
the one found when people speak only that this is
electrical -light waves rather than sound waves.
70. The operational assumption is that inner voices
heard can leave a signature or pattern only that it is
in electrical form rather than acoustic wave pattern.
But occupy the same regions of the brain and take
the same shape.
71. Need for an electromechanical transducer. One that
converts an electrical signal into sound waves or
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one that converts a sound wave into an electrical
signal for example microphone.
72. We can use the idea that electromagnetic waves
produced in the propeller are created by the
vibrations of an electric charge during action
potential. The vibrations create a wave that has two
components an electric and a magnetic component.
Note this principle here about electromagnetic
properties that upon impinging upon an atom of a
material the energy of that wave is absorbed. This
absorption causes the electrons in the atom to
vibrate. The vibrating electrons then goes on to
recreate the original electromagnetic with the same
frequency. These electromagnetic waves of which
light is an example can travel through the outer
space or vacuum.
73. This principle of the electromagnetic wave being
absorbed first causing vibrations is the one
manipulated as translating and decoding form. In
that the target organ vibrates upon absorbing the
electromagnetic waves telling the third person the
twin or double of the subject what the subject is
thinking.
74. The outer part of the rotary propeller Fig 4 can have
helium encased around the magnet as a cooling
feature and a design property since this can act as a
superconductor producing heat.
75. A handheld computer can become handy if linked to
a chip on the needle diode or propeller.
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76. This device with all these properties combined with
a handheld computer, a mobile phone, an outside
digital camera and WiFi or internet properties is the
future next device, better than smartphones.
(another invention). One that will enable humanity
to look at each other and let the needle diode and
the the magnetic propeller send a radio wave signal
contact-lessly of what a person is thinking. The
signals being received and decoded so that the
signals are received by the next person without
talking. To be able to understand the message.
77. This will open all new other possibilities where
mankind can simply connect to for example a car
and use the thoughts to drive the car. The current
methods will not be as effective as my invention
simply because they use guiding principles to
initiate the driving. Meaning the need for a
programming language that sets the parameters to
be observed. Whereas my method is spontaneous as
it is a direct communication through thoughts.
78. A critical way as I will explain later is the fact that
there is need throughout to create what I call critical
or initial reference points. Points where for example
a person first operated an electrical car or a smart
television. That point is created using all the devices
mentioned above inside or attached to the needle
diode or the rotary propeller. This point forms the
initial critical point needed to activate the car or
television by thoughts. The person simply thinks of
this first time and the car starts driving.
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79. The idea is to create like restore points that can be
revisited but these must be linked to certain first
time actions. The first time you turn the electric
digital car on. Is therefore created and saved as a
critical point. To drive that car by thoughts all one
need to do is to think about that critical point he
started the car. The thoughts send signals to the
car's chip to recall that critical restore point and
recreate what happened. Thereby switching the car
itself.
80. So you can see that these critical points define
success or failure of my system. Just like the
headless body of a chicken can run when the head is
cut off. For the system to drive the car without this
critical first time point might not be possible.
81. So all critical functions must be associated with
these critical points or restore points that associate
certain functions to the time . To drive just by
thoughts first a critical point when starting the car
is created when a person first drives the car say
manually. The system saves this point and creates a
restore point that is synchronized between a
person's needle that acts as the digital brain and the
chip of the car. Another point of stopping the car.
Turning the car. Speeding etc. Until the whole
driving process is saved as restore critical points.
82. To drive with thoughts now the person only need to
think the time he started the car, accelerated, turned
and stopped where the needle diode that is the
digital brain links to the car chip and recreates what
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happened on that thereby driving the car just with
the thoughts. All one needs to do is think of that
critical point. I will cover this latter on uses of the
invention technology.
83. Back to the issue at hand. One can use internal
speech signals to decode what people are trying to
say.
84. Mathematical tools can be used in conjunction with
the digital internal system to decode and translate
the brain activity. An algorithm that can be used to
decode a person's thoughts can be used. The brain
alphabet uses 42 elements in relation to size,
location color etc. Several elements of the brain are
given out by different parts of the brain.
Computations of the current data can make
algorithms predict what certain thoughts would look
like on the brain activity image.
85. I think it is open to me also to suggest that since we
can hear the inner voice in our head. It is possible
through my invention to amplify these voices by
sending a microphone deep inside the head.
Therefore through inside positioning of for example
a microphone the manipulation of the delayed time
continuum mechanism makes us be able to revisit
the point as if the events where occurring at that
time. Superimposing the two separate events enable
the second person who is at the same point as the
subject was, to be able for example to hear what the
subject heard. Thereby interpreting. Best example is
when a person makes love to his wife and leaves for
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work. The house cleaner comes in the bedroom and
the needle diode which is an advanced computer
uses delayed time mechanism to superimpose the
time and recordings of the events and replay all at
that time so that the house keeper hears the couple
making love, all what they said etc even if this
occurred minutes ago and the couples are no longer
there. This way the housekeeper will be able to
know exactly what occurred.
86. The same technique can be used assuming the inner
voice can be amplified to be heard by a third person
in real life. On condition that if the person can hear
the voice then all it needs is to be amplified so that
anyone can hear the same voice.
The same
technique can be used to know what a person was
thinking . Meaning all one needs is revisiting the
place and time and amplifying this small voice to be
heard.
87. The use of the other devices attached to the high
tech needle diode is to be able to take a holistic
approach where the context and environment of the
person in which the speaking or thoughts took place
is known. Video senders and receivers attached to
the needle diode if all used to spy or check what the
person was doing at the time thoughts where made
can help to accurately decode thoughts.
88. I must mention here that my invention uses a
comprehensive advanced method of duplicating
every natural system with digital ones that becomes
the inner system, with own brain, spinal code in the
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form of the needle diode. With internal MRI scans
or sensors positioned perpendicular to the head to
be able to measure electromagnetic nerve impulses
etc. Speakers matching mouths, microphones,
antennas, playback mechanisms etc. I would like to
believe that if there is an inner voice one can hear.
There is an inner speech even though we don't
speak out louder our tongues can have inner
speeches. Meaning there is action on the tongue as
one thinks. All words are formed on the tongue. Or
that the tongue takes the shape when thinking as if
the person is talking.
89. So knowing the shape of the tongue when thinking
certain words if compiled overtime will enable one
to decode thoughts and the inner voice. There could
be light waves as part of electromagnetic waves
when thinking silently that can be measured. Or a
pattern of this light waves that can be extracted and
decoded.
90. When we are thinking we also include the sounds of
words. We associate sounds of words with thoughts.
91. A needle diode see explanations that is fired into the
left side of the body Fig 6 in the lower left buttock
straight deep into the piriformis muscle or the
biggest nerve in the body the sciatic nerve.
92. Inside the sciatic nerve the charge is a negative
-70mv.
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93. This needle diode represent the negative charge of
an instrument that can detect and use electric signals
discharged.
94. Outside the sciatic nerve the electric charge is +
because of presence of more ions outside the body.
95. A rotary magnetic propeller is implanted Fig 7 on
the lumbar bone to detect and measure or utilize the
positive charge.
96. Understanding of Neurons that are electric devices
makes one utilize the action potential released and
converted into nerve impulses to use the needle
diode and the rotary propeller to capture this nerve
impulse and as the polarization change as the nerve
impulse is transported via the sciatic nerve. The
inside of the sciatic nerve becomes positive and the
outer as negative creating an impulse wave.
97. This wave creates a magnetic field that cause the
flipping of the coil in the propeller.
98. An inverse flipping reaction continues the
polarization causing the rotation of the propeller in
the lumbar.
99. Or alternatively an artificial electric pulse generator
or simulator connected to the propeller which has a
magnetic coil inside.
100.
The needle diode is used also to detect brain
electric activity and locate exactly where this is
happening. The firing of the needle in the sciatic
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nerve make it possible to detect vibrations and
electric signals and the point of original.
101.
The needle is not just a needle but a highly
sophisticated instrument with billions of sensory
receptors that detect origins of neurons that fired
and where they are intended.
102.
These sensors are linked and referenced to a
billions of neurons found in the brain, where they
originates, which part of the brain and their
destination where they are supposed to go.
103.
This is also mapped on the needle and the
reference point in the brain.

Various embodiment of the invention are disclosed in
the following detailed description and accompanying
drawings.
Fig. 1. Illustrate the needle diode to be fired into the body.
Page 42
Fig. 2 Illustrate an exploded view of the needle diode head.
Page 43
Fig.3 Illustrates the side view of the rotary magnetic
propeller. Page 44
Fig 4 Illustrates the frontal view of the rotary magnetic
propeller. Page 45
Fig 5 Illustrates the cut cross section of the rotary magnetic
propeller. Page 46
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Fig 6 Illustrates the place on the piriformis muscle or
sciatic nerve where to fire the needle to. Page 47
Fig 7 Illustrates the operation view if the rotary propeller is
to be implanted in the lumbar position. Page 48
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What if we can easily record and amplify the
inner voice to be able to be listened to?
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PATENT SPECIFICATIONS.
THE NEEDLE DIODE IN DETAIL.
Fig 1 & 2
104.
The needle diode is a miniature instrument
representing the brain and the spinal cord. The
thumb head of the needle diode is linked to the
brain of the body. The marked sections of the brain
are represented on the needle as numbers from 1-16
according to functions in the brain. That makes the
needle be identical to the brain and the spinal cord
to form the inner system.
105.
The needle diode represent the miniature
version of the brain divided into sections all field
with billions of sensory nerves, readers and
receptors..
I) The needle and its parts that corresponds to the
brain and all the parts of the brain.
106.
The crucial point here is that the areas of the
brain that controls certain functions are represented
the same on the needle with sensory receptors and
transmitters etc.
107.
Area of the brain that control vision is
marked as 1 and represented on the needle with
sensory nerve and receptors that should detect,
decode, interpret, transmit received signals to do
with visions.
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108.
Area responsible for associations; short term
memory, emotion etc is marked on the needle as 2.
109.
Motor function area responsible for
voluntary muscle initiation is marked 3 on the
needle.
110.
The Broca's area which controls muscles of
speech is marked as 4 on the needle.
111.
The auditory responsible for hearing is
marked 5 on the needle.
112.
Emotional area that controls pain, hunger,
fight or flight responses is marked 6 on the needle
diode.
113.
The sensory association area on the needle is
marked 7.
114.
The area responsible for smelling of
olfactory area is marked as 8 on the needle.
115.
Area responsible for sensory sensations
from the skin and muscles is marked as 9.
116.
The somatosensory association area
responsible for the evaluation of things like
temperature, weight, texture etc is marked as 10.
117.
The area responsible for the written and
spoken language comprehension the Wernicke's
area is marked as 11.
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118.
The motor function area responsible for the
eye movement and orientation called the Motor
function area is marked as 12.
119.
The area for performing higher mental
functions of the brain The higher mental functions
is marked as 13.
120.
The motor functions area that controls
coordination of movement, balance and equilibrium
poster called the Functional Areas of the cerebellum
is marked 14.
121.
The brain stem and the point of the needle at
the bottom representing the brain stem is labeled as
15 & 16.
122.
The trunk of the needle running down is
divided into 30 sections which is divided into
sections that corresponds to the exact areas of the
spinal cord of a human being.
123.
The first part that is divided into 8 equal
parts and is labeled as the cervical.
124.
The second part of the needle with 12
sections is called the Thoracic.
125.
The third part is labeled as the Lumbar and
this has 5 parts.
126.
The next part of the needle with 5 parts is
labeled as the sacrum.
127.
The tip of the needle is divided into fused 4
parts called the coccyx.
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128.
The detailed sections of the needle are
further divided into divisions.
129.
The top part of the needle labeled as the
cervical is further labeled as; the top part as c1-c3
130.

The below part labeled as the C4.

131.

The one below this as the C5

132.

The one below that as the C6.

133.

The one below that going down as the C7

134.

The last of the cervical part is labeled c7-c8.

135.
Now the areas are labeled according to what
part of the body they control and the areas the
neurons comes from and where they go.
136.
So now the cervical part of the needle is
referenced as a number following this pattern.
137.
Area part number of the needle, what they
control and the area of the brain where neurons are
sent from, then area of the brain the neurons that
control this are sent to so that now C1-C3 that
controls the neck muscles is referenced as C1C3Neck Muscle(where neck muscles can be
assigned an easy to read number or letter for
example NM to read C1-C3NM.
138.
Then the area of the motor responsible for
controlling this is added as well to read C1-C3NM.
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139.
The brain stem provides the main motor and
sensory control to the neck so 15 is added to the
reference point to C1-C3NM15.
140.
Cervical area of the needle marked c4 has
nerve protruding that controls the diaphragm so is
labeled as C4D. The medulla inspiratory center in
the medulla oblongata stimulates contraction of
diaphragm this can be said to be part of the brain
stem that includes the brain oblongata so say 15 to
C4D15.
141.
Cervical area c5 is area where a nerve that
control the deltoid shoulders protrude. This area can
be labeled as C5DS and the area that controls this is
14 to read C5DS14.
142.
C6 area of the cervical has nerves protruding
that control the wrist and the source in the brain is
14 that makes code read C6W14
143.
C7 has nerves protruding that controls the
triceps and area of brain that controls this is the 14
to read C7T14
144.
C7-C8 has nerve protrude to send signals to
fingers and these are controlled by the motor cortex
of the brain 3 to read c7-c8F3
145.
The thoracic is labeled from T1-T12 and this
is linked to the area of the brain.
146.
T1 has nerves protruding that control hands.
The area of the brain that controls this is the motor
cortex 3 to read T1H3
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147.
T2-T12 control the trunk and is controlled
by motor cortex 3 T2-T12T3
148.
T7-L1 has nerves to the abdominal and is
controlled by the brain stem 15 to read T7-L1A15
149.
T11-L2 house nerve that controls ejaculation
which is controlled in the brain by the cerebellum
14 to read T111-L2e14
150.
L5

The lumbar part of the body is labeled L1-

151.
L1 and L2 have been covered above to do
with abdominal and ejaculation.
152.
L2 has nerves that controls the hips and the
area of the brain is the motor cortex 3 to read L2H3
153.
L3 has nerves that control quadriceps and
the area of the brain is the motor cortex 3 to read
L3Q3
154.
L4-L5 has nerve protruding that controls the
hamstring to the knee and corresponds to the motor
cortex 3 to read L4-L5HK3
155.
L4-S1 house nerves that controls the foot
and these corresponds to cerebellum 14 to read L4S1F14
156.

The sacral is marked from S2-S3

157.
S2 has nerves that controls the penile
erection the thalamus and the para-ventricular the
sensory association area 7 therefore reads S2PE7
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158.
S2-S3 house nerves that controls the bowel
and the bladder and corresponds to the brain stem
15 to read S2-S3BB15
The idea behind this is to synchronize the real body system;
the brain and the spinal cord and all their functions to the
needle diode so that if electrical impulses are generated in
the sensory association area for example these are
amplified by the miniature amplifier in the rotary magnetic
propeller implanted in the lumbar and synchronized to the
needle so we know exactly where it originates and the area
of the body it originates from and the body parts and
functions it controls.
Here we will use different methods to redirect the nerve
electric impulses to the needle diode that can receive,
interprets and identify the source, decode and even transmit
back or to the micro chip in the rotary propeller linked to a
computer.
We will use all types of technology here to receive, decode,
and transmit the signals so we know exactly what is
happening in the brain.
Telegram technology
Telephone technology
Electromagnetic nerve impulses transmission
Contact-less or radio wave frequency identification.
The idea is to treat the human body and the needle diode be
linked like two points linked by a telegram. Telephone,
radio-waves that can communicate. The signals sent by the
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neurons due to potential action is converted or transmitted
after being converted etc to the miniature same system the
brain and the spinal code but now represented by the needle
diode.
Just like a telephone or in radio waves; transmission is
achieved so that the needle receives the impulses amplified
by the amplifier and converts these to digital, mechanical
etc for example vibrations between source or destination of
the body one of the properties of light waves, so we know
exactly where they originates from or the destination as say
the echo or messages is sent as mechanical vibrations for
example to fingers.
This enables us to know together with other factors what a
person is thinking.
I argued that to know exactly what a person is thinking at
any given time we must look at all factors. This includes
interpretation of these electrical nerve impulses. After all;
neurons are electrical devices which we can manipulate to
understand the message they are carrying , which ones are
firing, etc.
My method as I will explain later consist of :
1. The subject A's system {all brain and body
functions.}
2. The needle diode Fig 1-2 synchronized as external
interpreters of the subject.
3. Thirdly another person is synchronized to the
needle to be the second opinion. One who interprets
literally what the subject is experiencing. This
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person is digitally zoned and linked to the needle in
subject A's body so that whatever happens to
subject A happens to this third person as well. This
person acts as the double or twin of subject A.
4. Delayed Time Continuum mechanism is used here
that states that it is possible to manipulate the delay
in relaying messages to the satellite that makes it
possible to revisit a point in time that has already
occurred and make it appear as if it is happening at
that moment. This will enable the third person to
visit the place the subject A was and recreate
exactly what he did. This position can be virtually
transferred or recreated. A good example is where
subject a kneels to pick a pen from the ground.
Manipulating this delayed time mechanism we can
zone, synchronize and link the needle diode in the
subject to the needle diode of the third person; a
twin or double of subject A . One who will perform
exactly what subject A did that is kneeling down to
pick a pen at that given point in time where the
coordinates are transferred to a location similar but
not exactly where subject A picked up the pen.
5. This is the main method we will know exactly what
subject A is thinking as well as other decoding
techniques mentioned below..
6. USING THE TWIN/ DOUBLE THE THIRD
PERSON TO INTREPRET WHAT SUBJECT A IS
THINKING.
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7. Synchronizing of the needle diodes in the subject A
and the third person link these two like a telegram
or telephone system. As an electromagnetic radio
frequency identification system that transmit signals
between the two in that the needle diode in subject
A which send messages as subject A thinks of
something as electrical nerve impulses and these
signals are transmitted and converted for example to
electromagnetic or mechanical ones so that the twin
or the third person feels vibrations on the areas of
the body the subject is thinking about. In this case
we utilize the classifying system above where the
area of the spinal cord the body part affect, the brain
part that sends the electric signals and the intended
destination is identified.
8. Note that the brain has up to 100 billion neurons
and the needle is filled with these corresponding
neurons values so we know exactly what the
persons is thinking through the analysis of these
neurons, their source, the action potentials
concerned etc.
9. So if subject A is hungry or thinking about food the
signals released by the brain the brain electrical
activity is transmitted as in telephones, telegram etc
to this third person and converted to mechanical or
electrical pulses that cause the destination organs to
vibrate etc for example the stomach.
10. A chip is attached to the rotary propeller that is
implanted in the lumbar bone that sends or process
information as a computer. This will represent the
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brain of subject A as the digital corresponding part
of the brain. This will enable information to be
collected over a period of time to be used to
construct algorithm system that identifies, decodes,
and processes all the information.
11. Artificial intelligence and speech synthesizers can
be used to convert brain activity into readable
sentences.
12. Other areas will help to identify patterns of the lips,
mouth, voice box and jaw, throat etc to tell what
words were spoken. In inner voice the brain sends
weak signals to the parts responsible for forming
speech. The throat and back of palate.

CONTENT
A full description that will enable others to construct or
perform your invention.
I know what you are thinking by David Gomadza.
Ever wondered how to read a person's mind? This is the
only sure way to do it.
Prerequisite
1. A needle diode Fig 1-2 that is to be fired inside the body
like a nail gun on the left side of the test subject's buttock
ideally on the piriformis muscle or the sciatic nerve.
2.A miniature rotary magnetic propeller Fig 3-5 inserted on
the lumbar bone with ability to retract see diagrams for
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details. One that can rotate, flip and inverse with
oscillations and other rotary properties.
3.A remote joystick that uses magnetic field or contact-less
technology.
A brain mapping chat graph or technology to record brain
activity.
5. An analogue device that links to thoughts and parts of
the brain responsible for that.
6. Language construction and prediction tool based on
language construction to predict the next word based on
English language construction patterns.
7. Twinning-identical person ( third person) to feel and
reiterate the thoughts.
8. Language interpretation tools.
9. Electromagnetic waves reading impulse device.
10. Audio recording device ideally all stuffed together in
the miniature device see diagrams Fig 3-5.
11. Audio playback properties-manipulating the delayed
time continuum mechanisms. To replay at certain time and
record.
12. Low frequency and low noise audio playback functions
where narrative phrases can be replayed in the person's
inner ear at low frequencies that only the person can hear
the voices to enable that person to dream about what he or
she is hearing as in hypnotic dreams.
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13. A video sender/receiver aerial function to read all visual
displays within certain radius to be used for snooping or
spying to see screen and monitors.
14. A digital app that does mathematics and links all
translation related to subject bank accounts balances,
transactions, a spending and incomes etc.
15. Installation of a zapping device with electric shock
properties see diagram.
16. Installation of a device with static electric currents
similar to dog collars but that links to the diode this
produces static mild electricity to enable twitching.
17. A nerve stimulation or tampering device to get response
and activity of the brain highlighting active areas of the
brain.
19. A micro video with play properties to be fitted on the
miniature device see diagrams Fig 3-5.
20. A device that records activities to thoughts.
21. A GPS device.
22. A language translation tool built inside the miniature
device or internet properties to link to. See diagrams.
23. Use and practice of Word-Search Technique. This
technique is needed to make the person say a word
you want to hear by creating situations that make
the person say the word you want to hear. This
might involve mild zapping with static electricity,
etc. This helps know a person's thoughts in the
future by creating a template that will be used to
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predict reactions and thoughts if similar situation is
repeated.

METHODOLOGY.
1. Perform a procedure Fig 7 similar to a bone marrow
aspiration on the lumbar bone. Remove from packaging
and insert the miniature rotary device with inbuilt devices
Fig 3-5 see prerequisites above. Make sure the protruding
bit of the rotary propeller can be retracted Fig 3 remotely if
not in use.
2. Fire into the body (as in nail-gun use) Fig 7 for the
operational position and Fig 6 for the location in the body
of the piriformis muscle or sciatic nerve, the electric diode
into the left buttock onto the biggest nerve of the body on
the left side of the body.
3. Link the needle diode to the rotary propeller Fig 1 to Fig
3 to synchronize then all to the joystick or external
handheld monitor.
4.Connect all functions and upload software on a handheld
video pad device that can be used to show the brain activity
and mapping together with all the activated parts of the
brain.
5. Software should link all functions as one that is:
Brain mapping. Area of the brain activated.
Area of the brain activated when a person think about
something.
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Nerve stimulation and neurological activities.
Which parts of the body controls which side .
Movements of the mouth and its shape.
Sound, light and electric waves graphs of thoughts.
Thorough understanding of which parts of the brain
controls which parts of the body and which brain activity is
highlighted.
Understanding of thoughts and the inner voice. The need to
know that there are two systems.
Sound waves vs electric waves and their relations to
thoughts mainly inner thoughts.
Link electric or light waves of thoughts to brain's sound
waves. Are they identical?
Over time record all activities putting in database to create
accurate mapping after linking thoughts to speech to action
and establish a pattern.
Brain mapping- as you go along establish mapping of the
brain based on thoughts, events, memories, feelings, etc at
particular points and times and save these as critical
reference points.
Through knowledge of the delayed time continuum
mechanism that becomes useful here to pinpoint exact point
in time of thoughts that the person can easily remember. To
pinpoint what was being thought of at that time. If the
person revisited that point in time the system should be able
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to identify exactly what the person was thinking through
recalling of these critical restore points.
Link colors, feelings, thoughts etc of the brain to areas of
the brain activated and the needle diodes.
Link to mouth movements and tongue patterns when
speaking, thinking etc.
The idea here also is to amplify everything through
electromagnetic nerve stimulation and tampering.
Record the electric or light wave of the brain to sound
wave. See shape of mouth for example of a person when he
or she is thinking about color, white, the shape should
correspond to the 'wh' sound of the alphabetical order that
language prediction can complete the thoughts sentence.
Revert to last good known configuration of mapping the
brain. Using these critical reference points.
A language prediction tool should be part of the whole
process based on language construction and rules for
example of vowels, verbs, consonants, the construction
rules, etc to predict and finish the sentences. Then match
this to the electric waves of thoughts. Then match to the
sound waves to provide accurate ways to know what a
person is thinking.
A detailed collection over time of the subject that is
specific to the subject is collected then analyzed. The
subject can be trained and tested to see if the brain thoughts
prediction is correct.
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At first through starvation of certain needs so the brain
mapping is highly highlighted at these times to
understanding what the person needs. Starving say sexual
activities or food means that the area of the brain constantly
is highlighted as long as the need is not satisfied and that
area highly highlighted on the mapping device correspond
to the need to satisfy starvation etc.
The best way to know brain mapping is starvation of
functions this is based on the human need to satisfy
outstanding missing needs first.
Secondly.
The electric diode Fig 1-2 can be used for electromagnetic
nerve tampering to control and limit some of the functions
so that the areas of the brain that control those functions
can be easily be separated or identified.
Tampering can be in the form of highlighted functions and
withdrawal of others. For example increasing salt intake to
increase water intake or other fluids and then observe the
brain activity.
Over time have a brain map of activated areas linked to
certain sounds or colors so that it can be easily identified.
Program all this so that the computer and software links for
example sounds or colors to areas of the brain to decode the
thoughts of the subject. So if the person wants water certain
color or sound is activated and linked to exact functions of
the body that controls that which gives exact way of what
the person is after for example the best to do with sexual
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organs. Stimulation of clitoris can be identified and easily
linked to the needle diode.
Command through programming for the diode to release
certain voltage of static electric to that specific organ for
example clitoris. The release of that static electric energy
can be in a pattern like that of a ringing phone or be
programmed to make the clitoris vibrate as the
electromagnetic waves are absorbed to the twinning double
person who can interpret exactly what that person is
thinking about.
Experiments plus activities to be carried out to know
exactly what that person is thinking.
Over a period of time the person is tasked given tasks to
perform in order to know exactly what the person is
thinking about or to predict action and thoughts and the
next move.
Over a period of time the subject is introduced to different
kinds of things, goods, items, feelings, emotions etc to
know what the person will think about after and check
brain activity.
If subject is shown for example roses, the device must
record areas of the brain activated and the sound or electric
waves pattern linked to the inner thoughts or voice.
Repeated experiments are carried out to show say roses
subconscious and unconscious to check brain wave pattern
and reactions.
When in sleep the recording and playback functions are
used to play or whisper instructions in the deep inner ear of
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the subject using delayed time continuum mechanism and
electromagnetic nerve tampering as in hypnosis.
Then record brain activity. In the morning after the
hypnosis then jog the person's brain or dream by recreating
the dream to know exact areas of the brain activated and
link to the sound or electric wave pattern of the inner
thoughts or voice.
Link all to what is known about areas of the brain
responsible for certain body functions. For example
whisper in the ear as the subject in deep sleep to kiss
someone to know what the person feels when dreaming
then check the mouth movements and sound or electric
wave patterns generated in that state and areas of the brain
that are activated.
Recreate situations in real life to check reactions of the
person.
Use video sender or receiver to spy on all activities of that
person secretly.
Use the secret recording functions to listen to everything
happening and what is said.
Then the next day act as if redirecting that person.
Get reactions of the other person the subject was talking to
then tell the secrets of say the other person to the subject.
For example if its day subject is going for an appointment
and you know what the outcome would be, aim to get trust
of the subject by telling him secrets of competitors etc.
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Check reactions and emotional body functions, and parts
etc and brain activity, nerve stimulation etc to get all true
reactions of the subject.
Use all devices to map and link and categorize then create a
stencil like that linked to possible thoughts. Link all related
thoughts.
Over time through different experiments mostly starving
the subject of certain functions or increasing cravings to
spot highlighted brain activity and mapping to satisfy those
cravings gauging reactions.
Once satisfied create another craving and repeat the process
from mild starvation to increased breaking point levels
noting everything when satisfied.
Use video X-ray properties to see infrared movements of
areas around huge nerves checking constricting or
expanding properties.
Use shock static electric zapping from the diode to control
and command the subject to get responses and reactions or
the torture to increase certain brain activity for example
associated with mild suffering to know which parts of the
brain are highlighted.
Use the rotary function and vibrating function for example
to annoy, upset or stimulate then check brain activity.
Do experiments using the inner thoughts.
If a person present a scenario provide for example cravings
or someone's wish then check area of the brain activated.
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Or stop on what the subject watched etc a movie, then
recreate the movie or favorite actor etc or ideal lover etc
then check brain activity and compare sound and electric
waves of the inner brain thoughts.
Use language construction and rules to create the thoughts
making software for the missing words of a sentence.
At this stage link sounds of vowels and words to areas of
the brain and the sound wave or electric wave found in the
inner voice.
Link activities above to come up with a prediction language
tool or algorithm prediction tool.
Now link to the twin who can get static electric energy on
certain parts of the body linked with the rotary devices with
several functions and synchronized.
Now use the rotary device to give mild shock and vibrate
certain parts of the body to see reactions.
Most body parts are linked to each other or are controlled
by certain parts of the body.
For example constant shaking of lower buttocks can
influence nerves responsible for sleep.
Shack the subject's buttocks to put the person to sleep then
check reactions of the brain activity.
Certain areas of the brain control certain functions for
example the middle hemisphere of the brain if shaken can
result in memory loss etc.
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Now check the subject's memory for example present a
reminder of certain date. Then check reactions of the brain.
Now shake that part of the brain then check brain activity.
Now compare map of brain activity when person
remembered and now when subject can't remember. The
difference highlight the areas person was thinking about.
THE ADVANCED STAGES OF THE EXPERIMENT.
Put subject in front of observation then link to the twin;
subject linked by the rotary device with many functions
synchronized together on to same frequency etc and each
other synchronized. That whatever the subject feels the
twin feel the same but as an echo still using the delayed
time continuum mechanism.
Link the two that they both feel the same pain feelings etc.
The twin should be out of sight but in adjacent room etc.
Whatever the subject does the twin subject will do the same
but delayed in seconds or minutes.
If subject sits then the twin subject will sit as well as body
movements are linked, zoned and synchronized.
If subject think about hunger the subject's thoughts are
converted from sound waves to electric static or
electromagnetic pulses that zaps the part of the body the
subject is thinking about causes vibrations. If amplified can
be read.
The mouth movements and shape are linked as well to all
functions so that the person confirms the results from all
the above- the brain mapping the language construction and
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rule, the electric waves of the inner thoughts and the sound
waves of the inner voice are all analyzed together to know
for sure what the person is thinking about.
Data will be collected on daily basis on all activities.
Spying and checking of computers, listening to
conversations etc will give a hint to what the person was
thinking about.
All linked together. A full understanding of the subject's
thoughts is linked to the sound or electric waves and the
interpretation of the twin is used to tell exactly what the
person is thinking.
The digital app is used to record the person's activities.
Subject's bank balance, all outgoings and individual costs
and all assets are calculated and updated as they happen.
The gadget can easily link to bank accounts etc where by
with your manipulation etc of bank withholding of
payments to be sent etc when needed to influence for
example the balance that will be in the account at the end of
the week.
This will look like to the subject as if you can predict the
future for the subject to gain your trust.
Duplication and manually sending of transactions by your
people who infiltrate banks etc all so that you act as if you
can predict the future to gain that trust so that the subject
tells you the truth which will enable you to compare your
conclusions and what the subject was actually thinking.
Now try to offer a form of protection or help as advisor.
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Collect as much information about the subject through
snooping through video sender and receiver, spying
recordings etc and place infiltrates everywhere to influence
the outcome, delaying services etc, withholding funds, then
pretend you have first hand information and you can tell the
future.
NEED FOR A SECRET COMMUNICATION
LANGUAGE KNOWN ONLY TO YOU AND YOUR
SUBJECTS.
A thorough secret training or language is needed. One that
can be communicated in front of everyone preferably secret
signing language but with only the trained to understand
what is being said. Requires a lot of time for example
training from a young age.
Recruit subject's over years and train them the secret
language.
POTENTIAL USE CASES.
A universal mind reading device that will be used to decode
thoughts and inner voices into speech and audio or other
methods.
A device that will amplify the inner voice to audible levels
and simply listen to that voice without the need to decode
and use algorithms. Think about the possibilities; where
Tomorrow's World Order simply playback everyone in the
world's inner thoughts and listens to everyone's worries?
Now that is a thought. A billion dollar thought.
A device that takes the world to the next stage of
development where by we have new gadgets that uses
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thoughts to simply control other devices and vehicles as as
key functions.
Advanced smartphones and computers that uses thoughts as
the key of operation.
A device that operates all machinery & vehicles based on
thoughts.
Ability to drive and fly just by using thoughts.
A speech decoder device.
Ability to control everyone in every sense of the word.
Ability to spy on all people who have gone through this
without even a single soul knowing that this is happening.
Ability to know everyone's activities, their secrets and
wants.
A huge marketing or advertising lucrative market where
one can tell everyone's secrets to businesses and get huge
rewards as business end up knowing exactly what people's
choices and desires are. Huge source of income.
Ability to know everyone's bank balances and all
transactions.
Ability to know secrets and outcomes as in the future as
you can tell secrets or meeting's outcomes in advance.
Ability to match-make or to put it straight forward; ability
to become the richest pimp around as you can make matchmaking a business. You know by spying on say sex
activities in the bedroom. What arouses one partner and the
others short-falls. You secretly know this and can satisfy
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the needs by providing the cravings or shortfalls. Speaking
of lucrative prostitution between say rich billionaire
celebrities etc where you can give them 'gifts'.
Ability to tamper with everyone's body systems. Blocking
sexual functions in some and pretend to offer help to satisfy
that.
Ability to change sexual orientation of individuals by
jamming certain functions etc.
Ability to steal everyone's inventions as you can spy on all
seeing what they are working on and then kill all using
radiation from the needle diode and claim inventions as
yours and sell them lucrative. Did I scare you?
Ability to run a country and influence things. Telling
people in their dreams who to vote for whispering in their
ears as they sleep. Mind you whispering a person's own
voice while deep in sleep make that person convert that to
dreams but if it is not own voice might be different as brain
will deny to convert as voice patterns not recognized.
Ability to secretly control financial markets etc.
Ability to influence the course of events and history itself.
This means over time you can tell exactly what was
happening at a particular point and place in time and can
reconstruct events a hundred years ago and predict the
future by playing God..
You can reconstruct for example financial crisis to gain
from it. You have written manuals of what actually
happened before (ability to continuously record) and after
the crisis as you can convert all secret recordings to word.
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So you can recreate say the 2008 financial crisis. Put
everything in place that caused a similar crisis years or
decades ago and knowing exactly how the crisis will unfold
and reap the rewards.
Then tell all your subject's how to know exactly when the
financial markets fall. You can for example use proven
mathematical calculations to predict the future. I will
expand on this later on under possible uses of this
innovation in real world terms.
The ability to mass murder people by developing an app
that is linked to the devices to imitate say viruses. Mind
you this device can enable you to recreate all body
functions and reactions. You can create digital versions
through conversions of waves patterns between mechanical
and electric forms. You can convert the sound patterns that
can be recorded by other medical devices to electrical
forms and use these to reconstruct the pattern to the body
functions thereby recreating a digital form of the biological
form. Meaning a digital version of an actual biological
agents for example virus. Meaning you can create digital
versions of all biological viruses. A weapon in itself to
mass murder the people.
Control global populations.
You can create a pandemic but a digital one. Everyone at
certain stages will have the devices and by then you can kill
all using the digital version to give all similar symptoms of
the real virus.
You can create all kinds of disease digitally and kill a
people without even a soul pointing to this.
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Ability to reduce lifespan literally graying people faster
than usual. The rotary functions of the device and radiation
from the diode can weaken and speed up body functions if
misused through continuous rotations aging people faster
wrinkling all.
You can kill say soldiers etc by increasing say body heat
through the diode taking advantage of climate change for
example when they visit countries that are hotter than they
are used to and blame on the sun and still get away with it.
You can deliberately cause brain damage through
continuous rotations or vibrations and or shake the left
middle half part of the brain to cause temporary memory
loss and take advantage of that to discredit them etc.
Ability to kill all who raise cases against you as you can
use radiation etc to gray them and kill faster.
Ability to harvest body parts easily. You can create a
pandemic like recent pandemic but kill all people using the
devices you know are just digital imitations but with real
symptoms as if caused by a real virus. Then as you know
the body parts are clean from the virus you can then harvest
the body parts without even relatives knowing it etc. People
would not want to inspect relatives who have died of a
contagious disease etc. You can take advantage of that and
restrict viewing of dead bodies to avoid the spread as a
cover to body parts harvesting.
You can restrict population growth as the device can act as
a birth control function. Limiting the number of people say
who can have kids etc.
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You can create birth defects in a population so they have
high severe disability cases and blame on their practices for
example of marry relatives and get away with this.
Ability to create jobs for your own people at expense of
others by creating a dependent who is disabled or with
learning difficulties using the devices so they rely on you
thereby creating jobs for your people who take care of these
in return for obedience and reliance on you. Picture Mao
giving everyone ice creams to bribe and gain support. Now
picture disabling all literally and causing brain damage to
all and rendering all power less to solely rely on you.
Ability to kill thousands of your allies' people in cold blood
and blame those who you call enemies and those who you
want to control. You can use the devices just as an example
to recreate 9/11 kill 3000 Americans. Mastermind the plane
hijackings. Monitor and control movements. Use the
devices to whisper instructions as the subject's are asleep
without them knowing but believing that it was a message
from Allah etc. Zap with electricity from the diodes to
torture to breaking points so that revenge become the
paramount need to satisfy. Then unleash all. Use GPS to
fool say the FBI etc and to provide a decoy. Then stage a
similar rehearsal to blind the people and send team with
deadly intents to hijack planes and in a coordinated plan
attack certain places in a shape of plane flights that can be
referred to as the Twisted Ankle Foot Map that depict the
map of a place like Chagos you have vested interest in. The
reason to threaten and kill the rightful owners of a place
like Chagos who are stubbornly wanting to squatter on your
land after you evicted all.
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Then use the devices to control a population that is so many
in your country in that you feel like if you don't do
anything then they will take over. Now you start what I call
a Colony Collapse Syndrome Strategy. Put the devices in
every male head of the ethnic families and control their
destiny. Speeding their lives through the devices that rotate
continuously wrinkling all. If they complain then shout
hallucinations and further abuse them. You can now easily
kill all male heads then take all their children as orphans
then teach them your secret training mentioned above. Now
you have weapons as in human subject's you can use to
further destroy anyone you call an enemy by giving these
as enemies.
At the same time show real power that even if the people
know it how can they prove this exist?
You can take a country and do the same to all its leaders.
Put the devices in them for example when young and then
put all as your puppets. Then control all remotely to
oppress others etc. Rule from afar and recreate situations to
the worst eras in human history but now digitally.
Instead of starving the people to kill all as in concentrations
camps. You can digitally recreate situations. Make the
vibrations and shaking from the rotary device to imitate
starving conditions. Or even create a digital function that
acts the same. No one can prove it but you can torture,
experiments on people and mass murder all through a
pandemic like recent pandemic but use the devices to kill
most in the disguise of the pandemic.
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Ability to use forbidden practices like torture and severe
starvation and be able to get away with it without anyone
being able to prove it.
Ability to infiltrate every organization on earth; banks etc
and put your people and listen to everything every business
secret and influence change.
Ability to know secrets personal to people like everyone's
pin numbers etc and be able to tell say your training
subjects the pin number using secret language for example
use people's body shape to denote digits. If pin number is
6037 then to tell this to subject's a big bellied man shall
stand beside say a shop door and 3 people on the other side
together then a skinny man shall be the seven digit.
Ability to influence demand of goods and services through
tampering of needs and wants through electromagnetic
nerve tampering. Creating cravings by increasing certain
functions or reversing some by shaking or secret torturing
the subject so that it relies on alcohol or other drugs for
pain relief.
Ability to sell drugs and medicine and even own yours.
You can literally own heroin fields to ease the pain you
deliberately cause yourself.
You can be involved in all activities legal or not legal
without anyone being able to point to this. You can literally
be the greatest drug kingpin and let all the drug dealers etc
work for you at your command as you can secretly torture
them through the devices.
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Ability to fundraise from celebrity billionaires etc and drive
drugs campaigns say after putting radiation from the diode
on them. The ability to use orphans as gifts to be given to
billionaire celebrities and royals etc then expose them
pressuring them to donate to charities etc depending on
their ability to expose the system. If threat then use
radiation to cause cancers etc then use the same celebrities
to campaign for drugs that can heal them.
Ability to cause all kinds of birth defects as all what is
needed is a fart to be generated through shaking of rectum
and the fart to be siphoned through pressure to be inserted
into an egg to cause all birth defects.
Ability to blackmail everyone. Setting them up and
exposing them to weaken and destroy them and extract
their $billions after hooking them up with trained subject's
who listen to you.
Ability to create watermark and trademark for each
individual and upon payment of fees them use the
watermarks to give them protection for a fee. Each
individual can have a digital watermark that mitigates a
pain or pathogen so that say anyone who steals or do
something against that person can witness first hand that
watermark; be it pain or otherwise.
The ability to control the flow of money to your coffers.
You can literally make all people give away their money.
You can link digital watermarks, viruses etc to money so
that every money transaction has a digital watermark
counterpart. People receive money and a digital watermark
equivalent. To get rid of the digital watermark they must
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part with their so loved money. If they keep the money then
they keep the digital watermarks accompanied by money.
But these digital watermarks reduces their lifespan by
causing early aging. Graying and wrinkling faster. So that a
wise man would rather part with money meaning as well as
the harmful digital watermark to keep health and live long.
Stupid people would rather keep the money and die of the
digital watermarks. But humanity will always keep money
meaning in the end have reduced lifespans.
This can be used to control the flow of money to your
coffers.
The ability to claim rights to all inventions or most
important ones as the inventors would have been spied on
and then pretend to be guiding them. To claim
responsibility and in the process to prove its you behind the
invention then cause certain body malfunctions or
abnormalities that are specific to that person as a
watermark or their digital trademark associated with them
but one that points to you as the person behind the
inventions. Examples can be an impaired speech pattern
easily achieved by use of the needle diode and the rotary
function see Fig 1-7 through shaking and vibrations of
vocal chords to cause impaired speech etc. Or an abnormal
one eye that open wider than the other. Or the twisted side
goat eye. Even if you yourself can be on minimal wage you
have the ability to create billionaires?
Ability to judge everyone from birth putting all on death
row from birth then extend life according to their acts and
loyalty to you.
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Ability to control everyone and kill through radiation or
any disease as these can imitate biological pathogens and
cancers etc.
Ability to pass death sentences without the need for the
electric chair.
Ability to kill anyone and blame it on accidents etc. You
can perform a digital form of hooding to cause accidents
and kill people you want. You can use the rotary versions
of the propeller to rotate and flip to twist the eye pupil so
that the pupil is hidden in the eye sockets to cause loss of
vision even if the eyes are open. A person driving at a high
speed if digitally hooded can crash the car as vision is loss
resulting in death without a soul suspecting of this.
The ability to paralyze a body by tampering with functions.
Jamming neuron signals to certain limps for example legs
or arms causing a person unable to walk or use arms etc
just so you have a job at the expense of other people.
Ability to make huge deals with drug manufacturing
companies for you to provide the pain through the devices
through torture and tampering of the nerves remotely and
them providing the drugs and relief.
Or the ability for you to own your own poppy or heroin
fields. To use the devices to torture to breaking point so
that the subject's buy or take your heroin prescription.
Ability to make huge profits through drug dealing even in a
position of power without a soul pointing fingers at you.
Ability to revive dead institutions by getting involved first
hand to recreate situations that require your presence. For
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example using subject's orphans you can groom as they
grow up then say it's your turn in a scratch my back and I
will scratch yours act now ask the innocent subject's to do
wrong things like lying, getting involved in drugs, stealing,
house burglary, etc so that you have jobs etc.
Ability to set up innocent people for example sending
people to kill unarmed people as you can through GPS
coordinate unarmed individuals to be gunned down.
Ability to kill a person suffocating him to death using the
devices then have other institutions to sit on that person and
give you an alibi.
Ability to trigger complains by actually using the devices to
torture and abuse the people so that they can complain
about that abuse and then use their complains to justify
your services for example escorting riots as people gather
in streets to complain. Giving justifications for your
existence etc.
Ability to kill a person using the device to imitate certain
objects etc. Pressure can be used to damage organs inside
so that the person feels like he has been hit by a lorry when
there is no lorry in the vicinity.
Ability for a person to make a person feel like he is being
punched when there is no one around as the devices imitate
the feelings you get from being punched. The idea of being
attacked by invisible ghosts.
The ability to gain people's trust even if you are doing
exactly what others are complaining about. You can use
two sides of the same coin to abuse one group and use the
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same coin to be good to others. So that those you are
treating good can defend you and wade off any accusations
of mistreatment. You can use the devices to starve one
group. Torture all to breaking points knowing that they
can't prove it and then on the second group use the same
device to provide best of health through internal body
massages, sexual arousal, peace of mind and best skin etc
so that this group who can afford to pay for your services
will defend you because all the devices have done to them
is give them great health and pleasure that they find it hard
that such a device can be used to torture or cause grievous
bodily harm a crime in itself.
Ability to know certain feelings that are out of this world
literally. You can use the device to know feelings beyond
human capabilities. You can use the devices to know what
people experience just before death as the feelings and
moment in time can be subjugated-meaning transferred to
the other person through manipulation of the Delayed Time
Continuum Mechanism to revisit the exact time and place
just before death and make the other person feel exactly the
pain and anguish experienced by the dead person just
before death. Something no one alive has ever experienced.
Ability to understand what happen when one dies and after
death.
Ability to kill thousands through terrorists activities,
pandemics etc and get away with it without anyone raising
fingers and you blaming your enemies. You can coordinate
the greatest terrorist attack in history, coordinating
movements etc and going undetected. Whispering
messages in the terrorist ears as they are known to you-
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meaning already abused so that they swear the message
was from Allah when its you behind all this.
Ability to discover what others have discovered but died
just before they revealed what they had discovered. You
can know for example, what those who died and
disappeared at sea had discovered.
Ability to block certain functions of the body at certain
times and say provide solutions but actually easily up on
jamming. Linking to drugs companies who act as your
accessories or collaborators who can sell a drug to subjects
then deposit money to you then you can easy the jamming
so it acts as if the drugs have worked but you and the drugs
company tricking the people and making huge profits.
Above all the ability to know exactly with precision what
everyone is thinking. Simply by recording the inner voice
then amplify it and play it back. How does that sound so
far?
You can do secret slavery in broad daylight replacing the
whip with the electrode diode that zaps a voltage to act as a
whip. Those who disobey are tortured and literally
electrocuted. You can make and give slaves digital
numbers and zone them to certain regions where if they
settle in zones not for their class they are electrocuted until
they go to their zones. You can digitally hood people blind
to ground them and punish them. You can use the devices
to denote classes and for ideal mixing by torture and
carryout genocide of the other people without anyone
raising a finger. You can restrict births by the group using
the electromagnetic pulses to kill sperm or creating
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conditions not for reproduction. You can literally castrate
the males or burn the Fallopian tubes using the radiation
from the devices if radiation device incorporated in the plan
of-course. You can age faster people, creating abnormal
graying and wrinkling destroying a people. You can cause
brain damage by continuously shaking of the brain using
the rotary devices until brain is mashed.
You can carry out a scorched earth policy where you
control for example the opposition's finances etc. Use the
recording functions to listen to all conversations, using the
GPS to track all movements, then use discovery for the
device to locate and identify all gadgets and phone numbers
within a certain radius of the subject then tell everyone
through phone calls not to help the person or stop deliveries
or cancel appointments if subject has a business etc.
You can control people's incomes etc and can predict for
sure how much they can get per month as you can make all
sick using the gadgets and control outgoings as well.
Ability to carry out torture in its worst form and never have
to go to court for that simply because no one can prove it.
You can replace all forms of torture using the devices.
1. Hooding. Traditional hooding is to put a covering on a
person's head to restrict vision and breathing so that panic
and fear takes over to terrorize the person.
Now you can use the rotating and flipping parts of the
rotary propeller to turn and flip the eye pupil into the eye
sockets so that vision is lost. You can then restrict
breathing choking the person to create panic attacks,
anxiety and fear.
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2. White noises. Traditional ones involve playing television
sets without aerials to create nuisance and panic. Or play
noise recordings etc. Now the recording properties can
make a person hear his own voice as you can use the
delayed time continuum mechanism to return to a specific
point in time to replay events at that point at a specific
time. So that a person can hear people's voices at that
particular point.
3. Starvation through restrictions of basics like food. Now
you can manipulate the body to create starvation through
remote electromagnetic nerve tampering. Jamming the
people's system so they can't go to the toilet so they don't
feel hungry and save companies money as no one can go
for a toilet break. You can carry out a scorched earth policy
to mount a campaign against that person.
4. Squatting tension. Traditional is to put a person in a
tension position to create stress and pain. Now the device
can be used to imitate the stress condition in the body or do
damage to create the stress.
Ability to kill millions using the pandemic as cover and
harvest organs to squash the waiting lists. Organ harvesting
is hard but could be a profitable business.
Ability to use all subjects as exploding bombs. Unstable
temperatures can make the devices explode creating human
bombs. Hacked subjects can be opened up and be used as
bombs. Exploding them when among their own, digitally
hooding them blind or incapacitating them just before an
attack.
SOME GOOD THINGS TO USE THE DEVICES FOR.
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Ability to offer protection and safeguard lives. You have
the ability to infiltrate all as all have your spying devices.
You know everything all are up to through listening to
conversations and monitoring everyone's monitors etc.
Ability to rejuvenate bodies by configuring the devices to
revert to a time years back and recreate the conditions then.
Making people younger looking again.
Ability to make huge profits by selling information about
customer preferences. You know exactly what the needs of
the people are and can give access to huge corporations for
a price. To quieten the complains about invasion of privacy
and selling of the people's data and personal information
you can make deals with the corporation where you sue
them for breach of certain laws and they pay you your fees
as fines etc. The corporations get exact needs and desires of
their customers in every state through council or state
officials and then you after sometime sue them for
$billions. Not as fines but as fees.
Ability to gather a huge database of information one can
use going back to hundreds of years if devices used for
long time.
Ability to know exactly what happened and who for
example was behind a terrorist attack etc.
Ability to expose secrets, cults etc behind worst atrocities
and break walls of abusive cults and regimes etc.
Ability to stand for the truth by providing evidence beyond
doubt that even if this is years ahead of us it's a possibility
that evil can still exist.
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Ability to be used in movie making. Actors etc can be
directed through electric impulses what to do. Twitch in
leg; remember your science lessons when a static current
made a frog leg twitch or when salt made frog muscles to
spasm? Now electricity can be used to make people move
or turn to left as current is induced in left leg.
Actors can be literally tortured to give the best
performance. Instead of fake cries actors can be literally
made to cry due to pain from torture so that emotions on
the screen are real.
Voice can be controlled as a little boy through voice
training can speak like a man as the rotary propeller can
shake the voice cords for hoarse voice.
The devices through continuous shaking can turn bodies
from young to old looking. Or can turn well shaped bodies
into withering ones.
An older man can be made to look like a young man as the
propeller continuously shake the person. The system can be
programmed to calculate body weight and other functions
like voice cords etc at a certain given time. As this is stored
in the database. This includes for example testosterone
levels. Amount of body fat, glucose levels, blood pressure
etc then after years then the system is asked to revert to that
state. Now the system will be able to know the weight of
the subject at that point, the body mass index, bone density
and structure etc then be able to recreate that situation that
even if a the subject now is older the subject still look as
years back.
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Ability to twist the facts and support with fake but
convincing proof.
In a murder case an innocent person can be set up to look
guilty. The devices enable voice recording and
manipulation. Software exist to fake voices once there is a
sample which is easy to get as a person's life is recorded
secretly through the devices. Voice picking software can be
used to create a template so that a person's voice can be
created and faked to sound like that person.
The interesting point is that the Delayed Time Continuum
Mechanism can be used now to fake and fix conversations
that occurred substituting what was said with what one
likes to hear. Now using other recordings obtained through
word-search techniques fake what happened then make an
innocent man even be heard shouting murder at the victim
just before the victim died.
Word-search is where the subject is for example arguing
with a partner etc. Then the device is used to torture a
person and due to pain and the words the subject used are
recorded and used to set him up as if they were directed at
the partner. Recordings which are fake of course are played
to unsuspecting witnesses etc who unless convinced
otherwise might think that the cursing were directed at the
partner. Thinking subject is wrong when he was actually
innocent.
Ability to use device to make people feel they want things
they don't want. This is through electromagnetic nerve
tampering and stimulation. Where electric impulses
controls the production of certain enzymes more than
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normal so people have abnormal emotions and feelings
getting attached to something. Artificial stimulation
remotely to make a person feel attracted to something or
someone to sell a product or arrange a date etc.
Ability to communicate digitally through conversion of
thoughts to sound waves then to electric waves that are
converted to impulses and digital analogue to make the
diode and rotary propeller vibrate tickling certain body
parts as a way to communicate.
Ability to be used as defensive attacking weapons. All your
people can loaded with infrared waves etc that are emitted
if in near contact with so called enemies which are released
through contact-less technology. Any groups for example
ethnics are digitally attacked or repelled from certain zones
as they are attacked by locals loaded with these.
Ability to act as spies in other countries making sure you
have your people everywhere to record and send back
critical information to gain a competitive advantage by
knowing what others are planning.
Ability to create a perfect murder plan without a trace. You
can load people with digital virus and send them to enemies
without dictation. You can create a digital pandemic and
not even anyone be able to prove it.
Ability to blind your enemies through digital hooding.
Making everyone blind and holding all to ransom asking
them to sign agreements before regaining their sights back.
Ability to carry a electromagnetic wave attack that damages
and disrupts technology. Loading all your people with
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weapons that damages electrical instruments like
computers, phones etc.
The ability to know exactly the body activities in order to
gauge or predict reactions. The electric diode can have a
thermometer instrument to measure body temperature etc
and together with other instruments be able to measure eye
movements, blood pressure, heart beat etc in order to
predict reactions of a person.
Ability to incapacitate or immobilize your enemies through
several functions; digital hooding-blind, freezing arms or
leg functions through nerve tampering and blocking of
impulses on nodes that communicates to limps.
Using recordings and playback functions to make enemies
feel like they are surrounded or etc. Delayed Time
Continuum Mechanism is used to replace sound etc at
certain times. These situations can be embedded into real
live situation to make it look like they have happened all at
the same time.
A recording of a killing can be superimposed on a recorded
heated argument between a couple. Then everything is
recorded to make it look like it happened at that very time.
Ability to use the technology to make thoughts move
objects. The rotary propeller is magnetic and metal
instruments etc can be placed on the table. A person can
only think to move the object and these thoughts can be
captured as sound waves and the device will be able to
convert the sound wave pattern of the inner brain to electric
waves then the waves be converted to impulses that
activates the magnetic field of the propellers and then
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pinpoints the object's position and calculate the distance the
object can move then converts this to number of
oscillations or revolutions it can perform to actual move the
object. Now the object is moved as the propeller through
electromagnetic field to new position.
Ability to tell dreams or control what people can dream
about. Making people to dream about good things to make
them feel good or aim higher and boost well being.
Ability to provide the best of health and best conditions.
Collection of the body's different moods will enable the
realization of the perfect situation to provide that level of
comfort.
Ability to steal cleverly everyone's invention and with the
resources you have advance well with the invention before
the inventors have the ability to prove the inventions.
Establish a central team that just spy on everyone to collect
information etc.
Ability to claim you know the best and offer to guide the
people but in actual fact spying on them using all the
mentioned above from listening to secret conversations, to
calculating body activities like pupil dilation, blood
pressure etc, then offer to guide the people. In return collect
fees or just earn respect.
Ability to safeguard against compensation claims for wrong
doing. Anyone claiming compensation is victimized and
sped up by the rotary propeller and grayed as the diodes
bleach hairs fast etc.
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Ability to collect protection fees as people pay for different
services.
Ability to collect fees for information. You will know
everyone's secrets. You can provide all information and
predict the future or make what you say come true.
Ability to provide service to rich old people with
dysfunctional functions etc. You can subjugate that is
transfer to someone else who is confined and link that one
as a slave etc. These people shall carry their pains and
suffering in exchange give them their youth functions
giving them energy and arousal feelings they have already
lost all for a fee. This is through the twinning technique
discussed at the beginning. When the twins are asleep these
will have a lot of energy etc.
Ability to teach other animals similar to humans to talk or
communicate with humans. The situations can be created to
benefit animals or learn about them by creating the missing
link between humans and animals; the ability to talk and
communicate universally.
Ability to communicate with people through dreams.
Whispering in ears of subject's as they are asleep and all
given instructions of what to do the next day and working
up and effectively carrying out that instruction. The ability
to commit terrorist activities, causing accidents etc without
anyone suspecting. Even going to extend of sending your
people to herald the accident before it happened through so
called modern day prophets who probably heard
whispering in the ear as they sleep then tell everyone it was
a dream from God before the accident happened.
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Ability to become the most profitable pimp in that you
know everyone's secrets. Your people were listening when
a couple were making love. They know why she didn't
orgasm etc. They know exactly what she want. Exactly
what she is missing. Now they make her wishes happen and
provide what she really wants. Make the husband sick etc
using the device and approach where he works and claim to
have saved the company some money as he is off sick for a
fraction of normal pay. Then ask for donations etc. Can
influence hormones production by remote nerve stimulation
and neurological tampering. Can stimulate the clitoris etc to
arouse her to make the sale.
This is so far the only true option to know exactly what a
person is thinking word for word as it is a holistic approach
looking at all indicators emotionally or physically to say
with exact precision word for word what a person is
thinking with astonishing accuracy.
As far as I am concerned and a deep look into the research I
did I can say that if another method exist other than this one
then it is years from now.
If you really want to know exactly word for word what
people are thinking this is the only sure method.

A LOOK INTO ETHICS.
But is this ethical or morally considered good.
I think the question should be what if this is possible in this
day of age. If this technology existed would this change
your views on things like torture, secret slavery, other
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abuses, invasion of privacy, human hacking, stealing of
inventions, ideas and the killings of inventors and
innovators through radiation etc. The abuse of rich clever
people etc. Murder cases, grievous bodily harm by people
in a position of trust, mass murder as pandemics are used to
cover deliberately killings by governments etc. If the
system is so bad that there is poverty and rights abuse etc
everywhere could this explain why the system still exist?
Are all protesters now silenced digitally and not by a
bullet? Is this how its done this day in age? Or this is future
technology?
Do we really need a system change or we as Tomorrow's
World Order we are hallucinating and exaggerating things.
Are you happy with your life? Is there room that surely
something better is out there? To make things worse real
abuses are by people in a position of trust. People you are
led to believe in as you grow; until that moment they ask
you for a favor. To trade your life for an extra dollar on
their pathetic salaries. They are trying to make a living out
of you squeezing the government out of every penny they
can get at your expense. Wrecking havoc and severe
suffering on your watch. Mind you they killed your parents,
your father etc, your mother so that they can be part of your
life. Not because they care no, just because they want to
increase their minimum wage salaries. Above all to revive
dead institutions to times when they got all the attentions.

FOOD FOR THOUGHT.
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It is a thin line between good and evil. It all sounds like all
evil acts recreated again but now digitally and concealed
that until maybe only after reading this book you have
realized that the world might not be what it seems to be. At
the moment this simply sounds like an advanced stage of
slavery, all advanced methods of torture, manipulation,
rights violations etc and above all; abuse worse than the
concentration camps era. Have humans rely abandoned all
past evil practices like slavery, torture etc or they have
simply switched to a more concealed hidden form; a digital
one that simply replaced all the old practices.
It looks like all old evil practices still exist but now hidden
and digital. Look around you. Is this all what humanity is
capable of. Is this the height of our potential. The buildings
etc were built decades ago, the problems then are still the
problems now.

Would a system change benefit humanity?
I think its decades overdue. Read my books;
TOMORROW'S WORLD ORDER.

CONCLUSION.
I have tried to point to situations that wakes up your
imagination to possibilities where this technology can be
applied to. I think if all applied correctly it can be said with
such confidence that one can easily know exactly what one
is thinking at a particular given point in time.
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Can we simply amplify the inner voices to audible levels
and simply listen to them?
Is it really a fact that you can know exactly what one is
thinking?
Yes. But you have to trade between what is morally right
and wrong. I think if it's for the well being of people it
could be justified to breach certain rules.
Bit I think such technology will be used for all kinds of bad
shenanigans.

ONE FINAL THOUGHT ON THIS SUBJECT.
Could some unsolved cases in history be explained by this
technology; a simple electrode needle diode in the left side
of the buttock stuck to the huge piece of nerves the sciatic
nerve. And a rotary propeller on the lumbar bone of the
subjects? Possibly with a handheld joystick device and a
video pad in the arms of people in a position of trust.
1. The assassination of JFK.
What if it wasn't a bullet from a gun? But pressure created
by the device to imitate the force and velocity of the bullet
somehow through a joystick and or the satellite exploded at
the points in question making it look like one bullet hit the
two men JFK and his friend. The points of entry and
movements are not systematic with known science that the
bullet curved twisted etc.
What if the two were twinned as I mentioned above.
Whatever happens to the subject happen to the twin. The
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exploding on skull was a pressure bullet from the devices
imitating actual bullets. Delayed Time Continuum
Mechanism can make and link the bullet noises people
heard to what was happening. The recording properties of
the device can playback sound at certain points at a given
time even if no speakers etc are available there. The
explosion was from within him and his twin from within
him too.
Surely one could argue that they could have complained
about the electrode needle diode and the rotary propeller
and their dangers. But what if they only new one side of the
coin? The good side. One used to put them in power in the
first place. One used to make all women want the president.
One used to make everything easy for him. One to massage
him when he was tired. To give him a boner in front of
Marilyn. Could he had complained especially without
knowing the dangers? Can you blame him? He might have
been tricked that they were for his protection only for that
to be used against him. All he knew was the good side of
the coin until the minute it exploded or radiation or
pressure used to piece his throat. Before his scale
exploded?
Could this answer all the unexplained conspiracies of the
government's account of events?
Yes there was a gun sound but this could have been a
playback from the recording gadgets as they use the
delayed time continuum mechanism having fired a gun at
that point in time days before the accident then recorded
this and replayed the sounds on this day but actually
assassinated the president on national television.
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2. 9/11 Terror attacks.
Could all the 9/11 terrorists have been instructed in a dream
through whispering and hearing the inner voice as they
slept? The terrorists attribute the dreams to the works of
Allah. Was it a message from Allah or trickery?
Manipulating religion by playing God or Allah tricking
people it was message from God when it was evil humans
for personal gains.
Firstly they were all known to authorities who might have
mastermind this getting their doctors fire the needle diode
into the sciatic nerve without them knowing or have an
operation done for other reasons but ended up that way.
Secondly, the convictions that this was message from Allah
can only be a direct link to dreams etc they might have had
or simply their belief. As we know now. Were they real
dreams? Yes but a possibility is that from human beings
who might have whispered messages in their ears as the
inner voice as they sleep.
Thirdly, the way they carried out the attacks fooling
everyone the FBI etc and the inability of the air military to
attack which lead us to the next fact.
Fourthly, the need for a twin- a similar event to act as a
decoy. A rehearsal of the events especially by government
agencies the same time the events occurred. See London
July 7 bombings exact similar situation.
Such coordination require the works of centrally highly
sophisticated command settings to achieve. These could
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have zapped electricity in the legs of airport guards etc to
space out, diverted the air force toward Canada etc.
The timings and the pattern of the plane attacks if looked at
closely depicts the twisted ankle foot. A map of the Chagos
area at the time in question where locals were refusing to
move preferring to squat. Could 9/11 have been used to
scare the squatters and to deal with the trouble makers as
evidenced by the torture of the people that followed after
9/11. Or all be motivated 'by the need to control others for
peace purposes'? The very same place where the suspects
were caged and studied over years. In a Colony Collapse
Syndrome strategy where active males were weakened by
isolation and starved of basic needs that in the end all they
want is to live rather than fight but in the end become
subjects of surveillance and torture without a complaint.
How did the terrorists knew that the buildings were
designed in such a way that when they use the planes to hit
where they did most people would be unable to get out?
Could this have been a recreation of an event in the past.
Where every person who looked like a person in that period
is selected to act the role of that person exactly as hundred
years ago and do exactly as he did then? Can technology
like this with other methods of history keeping like
collection of all materials be used to influence modern day
times. Is this some recreating of the past as it was a
hundred years ago exactly then?
I know you are going to ask who could do such a thing. But
this is the only way someone can know for sure what is
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going to happen and be able to predict the future. To gain
financial rewards. What rewards?
3. Financial crisis of 2008.
Could 9/11 have been triggered deliberately to trigger the
fall of the financial markets and the planes used to destroy
important documents linked to financial markets. All office
of banks and financial institutions where in the towers
especially tower three. Could this have trigger the fall of
the markets? Was this a coordinated plan? Secret language
and teachings as in the first part of the book could have
given hindsight to the exact collapse of the financial
markets. Those who knew about the Timeball that was used
to predict time in the 1830s would have known that Tower
3 of the World Trade Center was designed as a Timeball. A
building that can free-fall designed to do that and as a way
to predict exactly with precision the time the financial
markets could fall. A free fall of 6.6 seconds was the
number in years that it took for the financial markets to
collapse for real.(September 2001 to June 2008 that is 6
years 6 months.) Coincidence or trickery?
Although other factors were involved the system never
recovered. So collection of information and destruction of
financial documents with only those who might have kept
the information the only ones able to gain from this.
4. Could the pandemic be explained by this?
I have argued in my book TOMORROW'S WORLD
ORDER that what has been happening is that people only
denounced evil practices after they have found an
alternative but hidden method to do exactly the same if not
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worse. In most cases a hidden digital version of the same
practice. The facts that make me say this are the following.
It is not believable that with the technology that is there
that a virus in this day can kill millions as the pandemic
did. Especially over such long period of time. You would
expect the virus to have been contained fast in these
technological advanced years. I am not disputing the fact
that a virus existed but I am arguing that they might have
taken advantage of the pandemic and use the device the
needle electrode diode and the rotary propeller to kill
masses in the disguise of the pandemic. High cases were
among the developed countries rather than the poor
countries. Countries with the technology and money to do
this to all populations. Is it possible that this was a mass
murder plan? Could they have recreated a time in history so
many years ago hundred of years ago? These two an
electrode needle diode and a rotary propeller are enough to
imitate symptoms of a pandemic virus. Could they have
taken advantage and mass murder the people?
5. Rise in torture cases at the European Court Of Human
rights and other courts.
Surely with the laws to safeguard the people in this day and
age, you would expect all governments etc to stop torture
and other abuses. But the rise over years in torture cases is
evidence that something is still wrong. Could this be the
way they are torturing people now? Hidden concealed
without any torture marks left and one never to be proved
without hallucination accusations come into play?
6. Invasion of privacy, Abusive use of personal data, secret
slavery and trafficking cases.
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Could this be what people are referring to as secret slavery?
Where people are commanded remotely say by councils
who are delegated to by doctors etc. Remember what I said
about the need for a double or twin who does the same in
this case giving an alibi to the real culprits the governments
who are in a position of trust. Blaming a nurse from this
"country" or a couple or family from there etc of secret
slavery as a cover up. When it's the governments using this
technology to recruit people from abroad through dreams,
hopes of a better life etc but make their lives miserable in
most cases falsely? Surely the technology could benefit
governments immensely for them to ignore human rights.
They can make huge deals with companies providing
illegally obtained information about potential customers'
wants and needs. In return strike donation deals or use
outdated antitrust laws to fine them hugely but not as fines
to possible put them out of business but as fees for using
the devices. A company can simply make a gadget that can
easily get the same information from obtained for example
by governments through illegal tampering with the people's
privacy.
The government can't do anything about it as the company
will threaten to expose all this. So the government can use
stupid outdated laws to collect fees rather than fines.
Until someone blows a whistle etc.
It's a simply technology; an needle electrode diode and a
rotary propeller with a lot of properties and other miniature
devices within it see the prerequisite list at the beginning
but something so powerful to revolutionize the world. But
on the other hand a lethal cocktail as well if in the wrong
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hands. Will there be a time when people would forgo some
of their privileges to have other benefits like protection?
I think this is the future and we must face it and us as
Tomorrow' World Order we have a moral obligation to
highlight every secret and potential threat you might
encounter. I think its a bad thing that people in a position of
trust have become the real culprits. The drug lords, having
and owning heroin fields as well as the ability to torture all
without anyone stopping them. The power and ability to put
these things inside your kids at birth without consent or
your knowledge. Then groom them into prostitution and
drugs. To then after killing you through unfair practices
like using radiation on you to give you cancers etc then
give them away as gifts to billionaires in order to trap the
billionaires etc.
On the bright side the technology can be used to to study
animals as well.
We can predict future events or control the future through
our actions. If people know what everyone wants and are
thinking then it would be easy to satisfy everyone.
The technology will work to know exactly what one is
thinking at the desired point in time if looked at as a
holistic approach and if the people have volunteered to do
that..
Lastly as a pioneer I can say to all inventors out there this
book has so many possibilities of creating useful gadgets
that don't exist now but ones we will need in the future.
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Read between the lines. I tried to explain and give
scenarios where you can come up with a gadget example to
use to actually do as I imagined in this book. I looked at
real life examples. In case of the assassination of JFK can a
internal gun be a possibility? One that uses extreme
pressure to explode matter?
Can a mind reading gadget be a possibility? I have given
you a lead you need but the best part is that the instruments
I proposed are cheaper to make.
Can we easily amplify the inner thoughts to be heard and
played back in real life?
HERE IS A LIST OF POSSIBLE INVENTIONS
/GADGETS JUST FROM THE EXPLANATIONS I
HAVE GIVEN. (ALL IMAGINERY FOR NOW BUT
YOU CAN MAKE THINGS HAPPENING.)
We as Tomorrow's World Order have looked at several
global issues we think have been going on unsolved for a
long time and provided our views freely but we are just
starting and if this has touched you somehow I can't stress
enough how donations are important to us at the moment.
Fight for justice. Don't listen to other so called people who
spread lies etc stand for the future generations. Be on our
sides as well. All we stand for is justice for all.
If the ideas works then you have to donate and pay
royalties in crypto or fiat. See details at the beginning. See
possible descriptions and diagrams below.
1. A universal mind reading gadget.
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2. A gadget or device that amplifies inner voice to be
heard.
3. A gadget or device to help those with impaired
speech systems
4. An advanced smartphone that uses thoughts as key
operating feature.
5. A device that operates and controls other machines,
instruments, robots etc through thoughts.
6. A tool or gadget to state needs and desires of
customers.
7. A prediction gadget to state what people are likely
to buy in the future.
8. A mood reading gadget. One that tells the mood of
people based on calculations of body temperature,
pupil dilation, blood pressure, heart beat etc.
9. An orgasm inducing gadget. One that creates
perfect conditions to orgasm based on knowledge of
body habits and desires. Calculating blood levels
and enzymes etc to produce the best chemical
composition for an orgasm.
10. An age rejuvenation gadget. One that can be used to
configure a body to the form it was at certain point
in time. Recreating the body functions etc
manipulating the nerves through electromagnetic
nerve tampering and stimulation. An anti-aging
gadget.
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11. A sound wave reading gadget of the inner voices.
One that can obtain the sound wave produces when
one thinks aloud in the light waves form.
12. An electric wave reading gadget. One that can
capture the electric wave pattern produced when a
person thinks thoughts without the inner voice.
13. A sound wave pattern to electric wave converter of
thoughts.
14. A language prediction tool based on thoughts and
language construction and rules.
15. A thought to digital static electrical impulses
gadget. One that can convert what we think about
into electrical signs that can be reconstructed and
formed into patterns to be read as static signals
vibrating or hitting on the parts of the body
responsible for forming those signals. For example
vibrations on sexual organs when a person thinks of
something. Or a vibration of thoughts converted to
static impulses on the body parts being thought by
the subject. If thinking about food the vibrations on
the twin subject happens on the stomach.
16. A secret language tool. One to teach a certain
language that is secret but can be communicated in
public with only those who know the secret to be
able to understand it. Not sign language but might
include some signing.
17. A gadget or app that calculates mood and order
some services etc, for example advise about yoga,
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meditation,need for the gym etc or what best foods
to buy.
18. An app that can be worn on the body to recreate
known situations when body was at its best by
increasing production of hormones etc. Reverting to
known good body configurations etc.
19. A gadget that can increase orgasms and improve
sexual dysfunctional for example one that works
with bands that can be worn on the knees to press
down in a tight grip to increase chances of an early
orgasms.
20. A gadget to move objects with thoughts. I explained
already how this might work. The rotary propeller
that can be worn as a belt etc or implanted on the
lumbar bone with magnetic and rotating, flipping or
oscillating properties that when a person thinks
about moving an object. The thoughts are converted
to magnetic or static electrical pulses that creates a
magnetic field that can flip the poplars of the
magnet inside the rotary propeller that in turn pull
the object and as the flips increases then the
oscillation starts that moves the object. Another
device can be fitted for example eyes can be used to
calculate distance from origin point to the new
point.
21. A thought to speech gadget that reads the sound
patterns generated in the brain when a person thinks
then converts this to electric waves then electric
pulses that can cause vibrations that can be
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converted into Word to be read into speech. Or the
sound wave is converted to the sounds of the
alphabetical order that will then be converted into
speech.
22. A gadget used to give central commands without
need to make this public through thoughts or
dreams communication. Whispers of instructions in
the air as the people sleeps. Looking at someone
and be able to transfer a message contact-less as the
message is received it is then converted for example
from digital electric signals to sound and then be
received by a person.
23. A gadget that calculates occurrence of similar
events in the past to predict the future given current
situation because you will have exact reasons why
certain events like financial crisis occurred.
24. A gadget that can dictate the electric needle diode
and the rotary propeller in the body where by
people who are hacked without their consent can
sue the culprits.
25. A gadget to identify location where remote signals
are coming from. To use GPS and some kind of
reverse trajectory path of signal back to source.
26. A jamming of signals gadget in case the device is
used to cause grievous bodily harm secretly
concealed.
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27. A gadget to drive cars with thoughts just by
thinking and the thoughts be converted from sound
to electric pulses that starts and drives a car.
28. A gadget to operate all machinery. To open doors to
play and operate electric equipment by thoughts etc.
The idea is to map the positions for example in the
house where the electric equipment or appliance
then use brain mapping through that point to revert
to that particular point and switch off or on the
appliance for example television just by thinking.
To work; there must be a focal critical point. A
point where the brain has revisited once. Now when
one thinks of switching the television something the
subject has done already. The memory is stored
already in the rotary propeller and or chip that are
synchronized that has other functions that it sends
signals with instructions that can be converted into
electric or magnetic to switch off the appliance. It
works on revert to the known last action. The
gadget will work by storing so many points as
system restore points all with different commands.
For switching on, off, turning volume up or down.
Then the person has to think only about the point he
switched on or off the television for the function to
occur. It's about mapping points in the brain when
doing a task and restore that task rather than mere
commands to switch on or off. Programming alone
might not work but if linked to these critical points
might work. I think this is what might work.
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We have a morale responsibility and a duty as Tomorrow's
World order to take all humanity to the next stage of
development. A stage full of dreams and a better life. In
order to do that I must think fast and you have a command
and duty to act fast. But we must go there together. You
will love this advanced stage. We can communicate
through thoughts. Through contact less technology I can
simply transfer a sound wave message that you will be
convert back to thoughts then you understand what I want.
Writing etc will be the thing of the past.
Surely no one gives you ideas on a plate like this. But we
are doing this for all humanity.
We mean business simply believe in Tomorrow's World
Order.

Ladies and gentlemen Welcome to TOMORROW'S
WORLD ORDER.
Visit www.twocoming.com
Visit www.gtps.finance
Buy our digital currency; Global Transaction Payment
Solution. GTPS.
DONATE
If you find this information useful donate generously
PayPal davidgomadza@hotmail.com
or digital currency to
0x50Deb1Aa94034f4f696Ac11e37d881d4F2B9a10f
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We help you to help us back financially for now until we
have printed our own money.
Signed
David Gomadza
10 March 2022
Founder President CEO
Tomorrow's World Order
Gtps.Finance
tomorrowsworldorder@outlook.com
welcome@gtps.finance
00447745900178
signed again 28/03/2022
I already know what you all are thinking. I am loving this
already.
Next! Whose thoughts should I listen to now?
I love the future.. bring it on.
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